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VOL. XXI I. NO. 3,1
PROF. CARNAGEY
MAKES INAUGURAL
First Meeting of School Board
Under His Administration
•
It Is Eveected That lie Will Present
Heconinterdatiotre for Manage-
ment of Schools.
I. .IMIN.ITION OF TEACHERS.
•••.,1.1.••••••.10
•
Local [importance corresponding in
proportion to the Inauguration. or a
high executive official, attaches to the
meeting of the edictal boat d tomor-
row night, the first session under tile
new administration, when Superin-
tendent Carnagey Is expected to
Drake suggestion, that will in part,
at least, outline his policy.
Among the qui-tato Superintend--
ent Carnage) has to face is that of
temporary arrangements to care for
pupils in the dittricts to be served
by the tee new school buildings. The
sale of the Longfellow building threw
six rooms oat, and the new buildings
will not be ready until well Into the
winter. It is suggested that the
Longfellow building may be secured
temporarily, as Work of reconstruc-
tion will not commence at once.
Manual trainiug, an effost to in-
troduce which was math, by Stiperin-
tendent Lleb, anti which the alumni
has indorsed, may be touched upon
by 'Superintendent Carnagey, but the
Onantial stringency of the school,.
probably will %ireelude anything
being done in the direction of
manual training, should Professor
Carnagey favor it.
Disposition of the Seventh and
Eighth grades, which have been on
the departmental system. with - spe-
cialists in each branch teaching the
will have to be made in some
-way this vor There was an early in-
t-biretta-1'W abolish the system:. but
It Is believed the plan will be re-
tained.
A number of important matters in
connestion with the opening of the
sehoots will be considered at this
meeting, and as usual, it is
that special meetings will have to be
bioe during the month to dispose of
the prellnitnary routine businees.
Teacher** Examinatkins.
Teachers' exaMinations for the
city schools will be hekl Thursday
and Fellay. August 22 and 23.
There was no early examination this
rammer, so all the teachers will be
back from summer school In time
for the work. It is hoped theLnew
ones in euffleient neernhers to saply-




• A E Freels, toortfily a ear. In-
s-Atm for-the llltflois Central, but
now a' farmer restdirtg on the Hus-
bands farm on the Benton road, was
injured this morn/nig about 10
o'clock on South Fifth street by be-
ing thrown from his buggy. Freels
was driving borne in a byggy when
between Adams and Jackson streets
his horse frightened at a cow.' Wheel-
ing suddenly -a overturned the buggy
and !brew the driver out. Freels
alighted on his head and was picked
tie in a nn117t.ovelotrs condition. Dr.
Carl M. Sears was summoned and at-
tended him. Freels was able after a
short *bile to continue his journey
- some. He ails taken into the real:
detrce of Mr. Charles J. Holcomb. at
523 South Fifth street aftei the ac-
cident.
YOUNG WOMAN FALLS AS
- SHIC le GIMPING- ASHORE.
Losing Igor balance from a boat to
the shore, Miss Clella. Tillman, a vis-
itor from near Rives, Tenn., felt Into
an lilinots lake, opposite paducah.
Sunday afternoon, and went under
• the boat. She was saved from drown-
ing only by catching of her foot In a
rope lerling from 'the boetes• bow,
and the quick action of her eister.
Mrs, henn Grote). of 326 'Mirth
Fourth street, khotn the young lady
Is visiting. Mrs. Groves pulled her
out with-the rope. gigs Tillman -was
one of a party widen went ecross-the
river to spend Sunday on the
Couldn't Spell Hie-Own Name.
Would-he grooms have frequentlY
-beetroompelled to return home, rep-
phone or secure froth companions the
names of their prospective bride, but
never before In County Clerk Hiram
Smedley's experience did he run
across a man who could teat spell his
own name until this; mprning.
please," Clerk Smedley in-
quired.
e.,"Saraitel Jeri d-d-d wait a minute
d I- will be barer. I amilestre-get
thy brother. ije will know hoe to
*Poll tte;Ages hii. etartline disclosure.
Illsbrotliti Wetter* wrni "ipetled the
_ at.iarsh-231a
nrfme was seeirred. "Litzle
Starrett." the knot was Heti by Coun-
ty Judge R T. LIghtfont Thee hate
-er frelli Ma-Ion, Ill.




showers this afternoon or tonight,
%s kit manta O in the eastent






  is being 1111141e int.) what is
hsika-ed to be a gigantic white
Kiev,. syndicate formed in New
%IAA a eh Pittsburg eouitet•t ions
It Is the past Clio
vierOlts 12 mirk. mostly Itrimi-
has-.' lee* ithipted to.
one of l'itteburgS. bieikr-re.
Lontiou. ,Aug. 3.— Thinttas
lfeler, readier of the Spanish-
.limeriean war, k %Mal Cr,
be the man, olio hoisted the
stars and stripes nye; Santlago.
Cuba, wee drowned today near
Court Toss ii. It le %aid Slyler
wee practisiug for an eitempt to
maim the lestglhat eh 
LITTLE AFRICA.
Ne'ti Vork, Aug. 5.—Matthew
Myrthit, white, is dying as the
result of the fiercest race riot
ever known in Harlem's latilt-
.1ftica, which started ever an
unteire's decleion in a 1,1111 game.
More than 34) white., and blacks
aere badly injured. Fifteen are
under arrest, Three h 'red [w-e
lice quelled the riot.
- -
MYSTERIOUS N11'11 DER.
'Wotan, Aug. 6.--,4'ellee have
myeterions taiiirder Cr solve 'in
the di eth early this meriting of
ledaist Smith, attached to the
Altatill notice station, seri detail--
ed as a n lllll noel Onkel' ill the
doentean districj. lie was en-
tering liii. morn,'IR hen a idiot
rank out and he fell into His
%tire's erne., the bullet piercing
bie betirt.
RAVN4101). •
Denser. Amt. t4.—William I).
Ilayaund arrived last night
from Boise. On account of the
lateness of the hour there was no
demonst rat ion. Hie attorney,
John H. Murphy, accompaltied
him. Murphy can litre but a few
days,
TERRORIST.
St, Petersburg, Aug. 6.—.
Gencrall learsotgi 10,40 fr. farmer
;governor of Odessa, wag assas-




Re; corn, 58; oats. 50, •••••
WARREN.PUTS 11.%(!K.
San fertinchwer, Aug. 5.—The
tornsport, Warren, which left
Satiarday for Philippines with it
large contingent of troops and
peessentsere, was forced- to put
back to port, owink to breaks
down._ machinery. -Trieste
ble is said to have been emoted
by her condeneee: tribes widch
were in bad eondition and have
been replaced.
• TOWN BURNS.
Chrietnay, Ind., Aug. 5. —
Fire destroyed the business sec-
'Jim of town this Morning. The
lea is between 550.000 and




t hi. preasibitite- Met _fret 
Southern railway may stop run-
ning in Alabama. today the
greatest interest is I elltert'd
developments in the railroeld sit-
uation, brought to ,'risk by the
revocation of the company's
cherter. (levet doubt nrises over
what action the state will take
to enforce the revocation.
Threats are :made to arrest rail.
round employee by the wore of the
road ignorer the state's action.
PICNIC GRANTED
SHOP EMPLOYES
Will Go to Kuttawa .on Wed-
nesday, August 14,
Committees Are .1ppointed to Hate
llargY of Affair at Meeting
.Held at Shope.
SU rr. EGAN SENDS MESSAGE.
Lonieville, Ky., Aug. i, 1007.
R. K Fulmer, M. M., Padu-
cah, Ky.
Can furnish remit ea for Pa-
shop employes' e‘cursion
August 14th. Wirt nit  
diately is this is satisfactory.
A. H. EGAN?, Supt.
There is gladness in the hearts of
a multitude of railroad employes and
their families today, and the cause
is told briefly in the above telegram,
authorizing a picnic for which rail-
road men asked several weeks ago.
ImmeditItely upon receipt of the tele-
gram, it was referred to a committee
appointed by shop employes to ar-
range a date The 'committee ie
Mears. Clarence Ellithrope, John Me
Garrigal and Virge Berry. They met
at eiro o'clock and accepted the
date, wiring a reply immediately.
Today at noon a meeting of /hop
employes was held. and several com-
mittees were appoilted to arrange
for the event. One committee. wa.
appointed to go to Kuttawa, tb.
place selected for the picnic, to mak.
necessary arrangements. There le
a big dance pavilion to be erected.
stand privileges to be lel, music coo-
tracts for band and orchestra to be
advertised, and numerous other mat-
I
ters to &tend to. The committees
will have to act qulekly. but are al-
ready Into the work with a will.
The road will be able to furnish
all the cars necessary, as there will
be extra equipmentat various points,
due to the extra travel into Paducah
August s. The site selected was
toted on -e before for the outing, and
is an ideal one. The run can be
made in a remarkably short time and
the place affords an opportunity for a
baseball game and other athletic
event", A program of athletics wilt
be outlined and probably prizes of-
fered. Each rallteted employe and
his family, who attends Vsill take
baskets.
I This will be the Bret picnic held
SEASHORE FREAKS.
MAYO ̂ iIcAlIg%RAO
10 CENTS PEH WEEK
—1(sttsn in New York World.
New Orleans Kentuckians Suggest SUNDAY SELLING CASE
IN THE POLICE couitiPresentation to Gunboat Paducah
Mayor Velser s i 1 ut h k.
following letter from the Kentucky
Society of Louisiana, whose members
recently vistted the gunboat Padu-
cah. at New Orleans:
"A special meeting of the board of
governors of the Kettucke Society of
Louistana having been held, the act-
ing seeretary viste--11rected to send
the follewiug for your consideration:
"Having been aboard the U. S. guo-
boat, 'Paducah; and Unlacing that
there was io silver service there, we
made inquiri.and found out that you,
the honored mayor of Paducah. had
recoinmended to the council of Pa-
ducah, that a *Ever set:Ince be pur-
bahed and presented to hors We wi.s
Ito add our tribute to her worth, snit
with that lore of state that all Ole
Kentuckians feel, respectfully sue
gest, and begleave to, without be-
ing officious, to ask your honor and
tht proudicity you so ably represent.
that said service be given by Your
City as early as possible, not only for
the- pride all should feel, but for the
sereice to the eountry, under her
able and gallant commander, A. G.
Winterhalter. If the vessel world not
reach Paducah on account of the
stage of the water, we would take It
as alt exceptional pleasure and favor,
if the presentation would be made
here."
by Paducah
fatal Dawson Springs accident, and
the greatest of care will be exercised He Took His Children. to Church
shop employee since th i
by thine in attendance.
Yesterday, Say the NeighborsPICNIC TO POOR WILL
A
and affl.eted poor, and
by the Union Rescue Mission workers
tomorrow morning. They start at
7:-30 o'clock from the hall, 431 South
Third street for a day in the grove
three Miles from Paducah on the Cai-
ro road. All who go must be on time.
Friends of the work who, wish to add
to the pleatesee_of the day come with
well filled baskets.—Dionations ac-
cepted and made use of up to the time
of starting, 7:30 o'clock.
1
 The ottee In pollee court against
E. 0. Thomas. charged „with ..oblaine
Ingmoney by false pretenses, by giv-
"Night riders" or "whiteempa." or
in whatever guise Incensed neighbors
on the Poole read assumed Friday
night, are eongraileating themselves




Dayton, 0.. Aug. 5—Miss Anna
Markowitz is dead at her home here
strangled, and brutally assaulted by
an unknown man last night. She died
from her Injuries. Abe Cohen is at
the hospital with a bullet wound in
his stomach, and probably- will die:
Coheir. it is said, was wounded while
defending' the hon-or of his 'compan-
ions, Anna and Bertha Markowitz.
After -Cohen was shot Miss Marko-
witz was dragged away and killed.
Her glitter .escaped and '.gave the
alarm. She I.
Hon and unable to give a descriptirm
of their assailant.
Two,brothers and the sister of the
murdered girl are now in separate
partments in jail, where they will be
interviewed by ()Memo. It le Claimed
the brothers followed 'Cohen and
their sister last night.,
BE GIVEN TOMORROW
picnic will be given for the
the . children.'Pose toward a certain man, who they
say le alt inconsiderate parent, to
say the least, end smiles were -exe
changed when he was seen to drive
his carriage to • Beileview church
, (Mr Is Continued.
Gets Home at Lase. leg a duplicate contract to his firni•
Fulton, Ky., Aug. 6.---Miss MaxineiDowns & company, monumentalWhitnell, who created Stteh a sensa-'works. Instead of the original con-
Hon here several doer ago-by running triet, was continued. The contraet
awiTt to alempebte to meet ,ami marry was made witheMrs.-J ..13, o
volt airaft Man 1 erITViiirerek corm* sent
Of this city, anti who was held at the the original to an mons firm to se-elation in Memphis. on request cure bids The ease Promises to be-of her Wmther, returneehomli Setitr-,corhe complicated. Thomas IS repro-
elay night. seated by Hal 13-. Corbett.
be a tontest, no matter which wspy the
primary. in Mitalssippt went, Is the
Information that reached Memphis
from.' several reliable sources In -Mho
siesippt -last night In the senator-
ial primary the total vote.- was 118,-
033, which is said to 'be larger th‘n
the list, after the registered poll
sheets had been purged of all unlaw-
ful voters. No direct charges of
fraud have been aniulastut both eides
to be preparing to meet any
emetgainey. Governor --Vdaman
Carried Petal River county, but his
friends say that he should have re-
ceived a larger. vote than warsreturn-
ed for him. The same statement is
made as to other epunties he carried
•
Sunday with the children on a seat.
They are his first wife's children, ac-
cording to the story told by neigh-
bors, and the neighbors—some of
them—thought the children were left
at home too much. Friday, it is re-
lated, a bunch of hickory sticks
bound together with a warning were
left onshis porch, and Sunday the
children were taken to church in the
carriage,
TOO MANY VOTES CAST LOWER BOARD TO HAVE
Jewell Bros.' Saloon Charged
by Patrolmen, Who Pre.
sent List of Witnesses
.1 VV. Jewell, doing iru,ita ss under
the name of Jewel Brothers. at Sixth
and Finley streets, was arrested on a
warrant sworn oar by Patrolmen Er-
nest Hill and Wilitani Rogers, charg-
ing him with violating the Sabbath
by selling liquor. In pollee court this
morning the case was continued un-
til August 7, in order that wItneses
be secured, and attbrneye be employ-
ed. Jewel conducts a small grocery
with a saloon, in the rear. He is
charged with selling whisky to
George Hall yesterday. On the wars
rant the names of witnesses for the
prosecution appear. They are Ernest
Hill and William Rogers, patrolmen:
George Hall, Edna Hall, Gus Crouse
ind George Lynn.





More Dark Tobacco Sold Here
Than Elsewhere
Campaign fnr lictithers Instituted By
Assim wen. Ne‘t Week in 'no..
County.
Nell FIELD AND 2111."IeltAli SALIN.
As a sales point for dark tobacco,-
Paducah stands first of all sales
points in the Purchase. This stati:.>-
ment was made this morning by Mr.
Gus Veal, salesman for the Dark To-
bacco Growers' association in thla
city. He was en route to Benton,
where the Marshall County Dark To-
bacco Growers' association, hold-
ing a meeting today.
Paducah has soffrete far fhla sea-
son, 4,5011 hogsheads of dark tobac-
co. Last week 5041 hogsheads werewed, and indications are for still
heavier sales the remainder of the
season. Towns in, the Purchase
standing next In line to Paducah are
alayfleld, selling. Issue hogsheads;
end Murray. 1.001 hogsbeads. The
sales for the entire dark tobais•o belt
for this season will reach 38.006
hogsheads, it is estimated.
Combined efforts to thoroughly or-
ganize the entire dark tobacco belt
this season are being made, and a
apelike. of experience and much force
secured to speak at different places
in McCracken county this month is
Capt. W. J. Stone, of Kuttawa. His
itinerary is as follows: Ragland, Sat-
urday 10, at .1 p. Grahamville,
Monday 12. 1 p. m.; Maxon Mills,
12, at 7:30 p. Masser:, Tuesday
13, at 1 p. in.: Milan school house,
Tuesday 13, 7:30 p. ne; St. John
school hieuse, Wednesday 14, at I p.
m., Florence Station, 7:30 p. m.;
Rose Bower school house, Thursday _
12.'at 2 p. m 
. 
At a meeting held by the Mc-
Cracken association last week It was
decided to start an active campaign
at once, and Capteln Stone is the
faitTspeaker. Others wii: forow.
Mrs. IV. Fe Frick.
News of the death of Mrs. Fannie
Mabet flintsrey ?trek - TB int( gr.
Lentil. July 31. has reached Peducah.
Death notices were received by many
members of the Order of Railway
Trainmen, of which her husband was
a member. Mrs. Frick was born Sep-
tember 28, 1875, In Keithsburg, Ill .
and married Mr. W. F. Frick, who
for years ran a freight train out of
Paducah on the Illinois CentralePa-
Micah district. While a resident of
Paducah she %aimed many staunch
friends and admirers, and was popu-
lar. Several years ago Mr. Frick left
Padtreah and accepted a .posItin as
general yardmaster for the Iron'
Mountain Southern at-St. Loujs, a po-
sition he held at the time of his
wife's death. The funeral look place
August 1.1 at Keitheturg. Ill.
World, was found shot to death on
Scott, city editor of the Helena
o'clock. A month ago an attempt ,was
the settee-Rik this morning at 2
trate:el
made to kill- Mr. Scott. He was at-
kh 
fAhuig. 5m.—.1. 
M*1 AUTO STRIKES COW
IN A COUNTRY ROAD
o er o so office bya
noise, and_ on approaching to ascer-. IN MISSISSIPPI STATE STREET CAR ORDINANCE tam n the cause, two shots were fired at
him. It is generally thought that the
killing was due to a personal quarrel.
and that had no connection with
the crusade of the World on thh po-
lices department some months ago,be Introduced Tonight... whiek forced the resignation of tht
Recount May be Demanded Mechanicsburg Franchise To
For Candidates Who Were
Defeated in Primary Telephone Franchise
Meti:ehis. Aug .-That there will Several eirdlinnees In adidTtIon-lo
the report-as( the finance committee,
distributing July taxes, Will be res
ported to the general council tnnight,
and the ordinance providing for a
franchise ' for the Mechanineburg
street car line, probably will be intro-
duced. The odrinanee CRIIS for a
right of way from Fifth and Broad
streets across Island creek, and
'through Meehanicsburg via Parley
place, Clements street, Powell street
--Milissereete  
The telephon‘e ordinance. provWing
terms identical with those of , the
franchise held by the Home Tele-
phone company, will he introduced.
and also about some he lost. On the MAYFIELD GROCERother band trierds"of Mr. Willi
think he carried several couillties 111;4?
are to be found in the Vardaman col-
umn, and that sonic of his majorities
reduced eeses- what they should
be.
According to revised figures Mr.
Witibons has lost 9711 votes from the
total given him In Sunday morntues
babOrs. Hie lead le 765 votes.
• - Bawdy House Caste Open. -
The case against- Mrs. Sarah Rosa,
of Elisabeth street. for the alleged
keeping of a b wdy house, was left
t
epell Until tom rrow.
MAKES ASSIGNMENT
Mayfield, Ky., Aug. 6. 4Special.)--
1W. H. Huns, Mercer on the east sip
,ot the public square, 'assigned to• -
iSantual Norman for the benefit of his
creditors, or whom the prineipel
ones are Covington Bros., or Padu-
cah, $2,500. and Hammond Packing
company. 3100. The total liabilities





ly entrenched in the fastness of the
mountains' back of-Seoul two battal-
ions of Korean soldiers, 1,200 men.
are defying the Japanese and it ik
feared 'they will manage to 'join the
mutineer troops in the ndrthern sta-
tlous. The little army was So have
been disarmed with the rest of the
a-forces, tatte-titcceeded- TO
breaking through the Japanese lines,
reaching the mountains. The strength
of theirs position renders capture an-
portsiblei
Croquet Championship.
Jerome Smith and James Ford de-
feated Walter liampion and Fritz
Metzger. champion croquet players,
on the Metzger grounds Sunday Morn
Ins In four straight games.
Hensley and Will Childers. colored
claim to have been held up near
Eleventh and Caldwell etreets about
2 o'cltick Sunday morning and re-




The nee:stroke of the city will take
part In the ‘"Burning of Moscow"
spectacular at Wallace park tonight,
and be the guests of the manage-
ment.
•
Motoring on Broadway near the
Smalley farm, half a mile beyond
Walate- park, Sunday afternoon at 5
o'clock, Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Alvey
struck a cow and broke her hind leg.
hr. Alvey was driving at an ordi-
nary rate of speed and thought`the
cow hits in the clear. She stopped,
stood stile-and vtereed the approach-
ing red car. The driverturned and
so •did theeow----inst ettougt-to get
in flee way. Before the Machine
tird be stopped the colIlsion came.
Occupants of the car were not hurt.
Tbe cow was killed. The automobile
driver settled for the damage dents
The cow belonged to Mrs. Rosa
Vogt, an& was heir). kept by her
father, Mr. E. R. Smalley, ou his
dairy farm.
Turks Masstaere.
Teheran, Persia. Aug 5.—A Inas-.Caere of Christie-tie by Turkish troops
has just ocruiled at the little v11-
ei of Maaranek. Official teperti, trey
eighteen man and- sixty women and
ehildren lost their lives. The Turks
forced the small Persian garrison,
guarding the town, to evacuate anti
then bombarded the village, com-
pletely destroying it. The massacre
followed.
•
Colored Institute at eintithland. s
Smithland, Ky., Aug. 5 --(Specie!)
— The first co'eried routely teachers'
institute Opened a successful session
here today, Prof. a Smiths of
Princeton. Ind , :befog instructor.
There are seven teachers in the coun-
ty, all in attendance.
•
Will Not _Sell for Two Weeks.,
1 Local tobacco men voted nat to sellany tobacco In Paducah for ten
;weeks in Order to give buyers a va-
ieation. Messrs. Oscar Hank and W.
B. Kennedy will spend their verstion
lin the east, leaving today.
n.
GlIbert's Thug Store, Fourth and itioadaay.
Facts and Figures in Standard Oil
Case and Judge Landis' Solar Plexus
. In the course of his opinion Ai the
Standard 011 case. Judge Landis de-
livered the following blows:
The man who thus reliberately
lotates the law Wounds society more
deeply than does he who couoter-
felts the coin or steals letters from
the mall._ •
The only way for (rivals of
the Standard Oil cishipany) to stay in
the oil business would be for them
to adopt the practice of thitedefend-
ant and procure the great Public pow-
er of ralleay companies to be secret-
ly perverted in their interest. Under
no other possible theory could they
Lope to survive. ,
It is the substance of the thing,
and not the' mere form, with which
the law is concerned The defendant
here is in precisely the same position
It would occupy If it had paid the Al-
ton company at the unlawful rate
each ante a car was shipped.
'offense was' wholly technical; that no-
I body has been injured because there
I was no other shipper of oil, ad that,
'therefore, the punishment, if any,
should be a modest fine. It is novel.
.indeeil, for a convicted defendant to.
urge the complete triumph of dis-
honest course as a reason why such
course should go unpunished.
The nominal defendant is the Stan-
dard- Oil company of Indiana. a mil-
lion dollar corporation. The Stand-
ard Oil company of New Jersey,
whose capital is $100,0osseei, is the
real defendant.
When the only possible motive of
the clime is the enhancement of div-
idends. and the only punishment au-
thorized is a fine. great caution must
be.exercised by the court lest the fix-
ing of a small amount encourage the
defendant to future violations by es-
teeming the penalty to be in the nat-
ure of a license.
Waiving the question of the stud- For the law tc take from one of
led insolence of this language (re- its corporate creatures as a penalty
sardine the "mob"), in so far as -it for the commission of a dividend pro-
flay be aimed at the present occus clueing crime ices than one-third of
pant of the bench. tne court ran. of Its net revenues accrued during the
course, only leave to the discretion of period of violation fails far short of
the Standard 011 company the las- the irapoeitiou_of an excessive fine.
dom and propriety of a $100.(r)41.000 , and surely to do this would not be
corporation gratuitously inaugural- the exercise of at much real power
lag agitation about the "mob." as is employed when a sentence is im-
The court is not Impressed by the posed taking from a homan being
doleful predictions of counsel for the one day of his liberty,
defense as to the hardships upon the! This court Is obliged to confess'
honest shipping public to be antici%that it Is unable to Indulge the pre-
paten from the neatfoinement 51 Inie,eamptton ThaTTn FhTi--Eitsenthe Wend-
rule. The honest man who tenders ant was cdnvic•ted of its virgin of-
a commodity for transportation by .a'fense.
railway company will not be fraudun Suits against the Standard Oil eons
/ently misled by that company initnitarry-have been:
allowing it to haul his property for; Territory.
leas -than the law authorizes it to col-1 1946--St5ndard 011 corn-
lees Sperry balked in land grab In Indian
The conception alai execution ofilrerritory by Uritted _States govern-
such a commercial policy necessarily tnent. Would have acquired millions
Involves the contamination ersubor- of dollars' worth of gas and oil land
dinate officers or employee., even look for raicuously small figures.
lug to the time wh.e.a teetirucuan _----- Kareuen
be required for the protection of the October 3, 19e6.—Ouster suits
revenues of the offender for the ex-started against Standard Oil coal-• actions of the law for Its violation. pany, based on violation of anti-trust
Under the doctrine insisted upon laws; 'charges filed In supreme court
by the defendant the railway company that corporation had violated fran-
might give the Standard Oil company chise. Independent companies al-
e low transportation rate and by con- most drive Standard- from field.
tract obligate itself to withhold the Tennessee.
same rate from the very mail the tak- Federal Bali .treents pending under
Lug of whose oparty coadvatua--whieb Standard Oil eompany may be
tion rendered Possible- the construcnfined a maximum of $30,480,000 for
tion of the road. A n ore abhorrent rebating On 2,?t.116 COUltn. .
hereto: could not be conceived. Texas.
IVA° defendant', T,0,-fniim that 119 1 Jute. 1 ett7 -Waters-Pierce corn-
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
1- We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them. ,THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY ;.... OP POP ATeD )
livery aid hireling lars. Furth Street aid Wink, Avenue.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the




Are Disagreeable, Dangerous, and often Fatah VITAL VIM will
prevent them—VITAL VIM will cure them. Now is the time to
get into condition. The heat of summer is here. You need a Tonic.
Fifty cents for VITAL VIM now may save Fifty dollars later.




. an', under which etemlard operates,
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December 21, 1906.--Standerd 041
company practically abandons de-
fense of numerous indictments se-
cured by Missouri for violation -of
l antitrust laws after a stubborn fight
Iltina.s g a year and a half, in New
!York, Cleveland, 0 :and St. Louts
. 'Cale& not )et brought to trial. Iti
state ouster proceedings, preliminary
report against corporation.
December 22, 19t}6.--Suit tiled'by
government In St. Louis to dissolve
Standard Oil trust. Testimony now
be-lag taken.
_ New York.
August 24, I 906. —Indictments
against Standard Oil company on 126
counts for securing rebates by unlaw-
fullfiscrimination by New York Cen-
tral, Pennsylvania, and other lines.
Fines will aggregate nearly $3,000,-
0410 on maximum basis.
Minneeota.
May 22, 1907.— Argumentst begun
in federal courtsin .St. Paul against
Standard 011 compann on Indict-
nients charging rebates. •
Ohio.
November 14, 190t,--John 0.
Rockefeller end three aids indicted
on 9311 counts under anti-trust stat-
ute: flues will aggregate $60,00.4,410
on a maximum basis.
October 29, Min.—Standard 011
company fined $5,000 and costs or
Illegal combination in restraint of
trade.
What Does 129.2-40,000 Mean.
It la the income for one ear at 4
per cent on $7;11,0tio,00e.
It is a trifle more than half the
money coined each year by the United
States gbvernment.
It is about 2- per cent
tioual debt in 1906.
It is 35 cents for every luau, wont-
and and child in the whole country.
If they contributed all their salary
it would take the presidents of the
United States 585 'years to pay the
amount. •
It mould take 48,73S) city street la-
borers one year to work out the
-amount.
It would maintain the United
Staten army and navs two months.
It Is biz times the national budget
of Venezuela.
It is theninitual revenue of Mexico.
It is the cost of five first-class bat-
tleships.
It is nearly oaehalf the capital of
the Bank of England.
It is nearly the cost of digging the
Chicago drainage canal.
• It is nearly one-half the number of
silver dollars in circulation
It is $3,000,000 more than the
"profit", of operating the national
government last year.
It is twenty-nine time the Capital
stock of the Standard Oil company
of Indiana. the corporation fined.
It is 4,783 times the annual salary
of Judge Landis, who imppeed the
fine.
It is 1,624 times Mayor ill18801
yearly salary.
It *is $3,222000 more than Chica-
gog municipal debt.
It is suelent to' fill








Giant I ariSel 1( t 1.1il Plat O.
A11311: .1'1' BALI, (ail It Nies,
GnegorY's Rue/dans on' nonitail and
Iteheartsals .tre tieing oil nen-
statitly—Grand Jenne orlon
All is in readiness for (he open-
ing on "Moscow" this evening and
the Russian city, which has risen In
the Wallace park ball grounds dur-
ing the past few days Is popu)utect
with gentile of -foreign lanes eager
and kedu for the opciarng music
which wilteset the huge pantomime
in *lotion. All yesterday._ and today
artisans skilled in pyrotechnic ‘con-
struction have been busy preparing
the fireworks and set pieces which
will signalize the Initial performance
and brand it as the premier exhibi-
tion of its kind is great historical
pantomine supp.sulented as it is in
the excellent bill of vaudeville and
specialty acts, and the gorgeous set-
ting of flaming fireworks, furnishes
an evening's amusement which has
earned its title as the greatest out-
door spectacle ever produced.
BASEBALL NEWS
Centrals Defeat Pearls.
The crack "Pearls," one of the
strongest baseball teams in the city,
haul an "off day" Sunday, and went
down' in defeat before the Centrals by
a score of 8 to 2. The score was
kept down by hard, desperate work,
notwithstanding the fain that 14 er-
rors were chalked down against the
'Pearls." The game was played on
the Central grounds, south of Bridge —
street between Seventh and Eighth





$1,000 TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY $1,000
Wallace Park Baseball Grounds
"GREGORY'S MOSCOW"
Daring girls and Russian ringers. 8 Marvelous Specially Acts. Acrobats, 'Tumblers, Contnr-
tionista-350 performers in all. General admission 25c. Reserved seats on sale at Me-
l'herson•s-drug store. Performauce at 8:30, and Tuesday in courtesy to Christian church recital
at 9 p.
The score R 4 E
Centrals  3 9 4
Pearls  2 4 14
Batteries- bound! and Jenkins;
Dunbar and Harbour.
Game Is Broken Up. a
A baseball game was broken 'up
yesterday afternoon in Mechanics-
burg by policemen at the request anrn
residents and nburch people averse
to Strnday baseball, the first game
that has been broken up in Paducan
In severe) years. The Pearls . had
started a contest with the Culley's,
and the game was growing interedt-
trig, when the blue coats made their
appearance. Players promptly drop-
ped glove and bat, and shortly after
left the grounds. It is stated by the
manager of the" Pearls that permit-
sion was seetired from the only resi-
dent within a square of the geoundn,
which are located between Seventh
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lilosies1 Taestday  —
I'rofemor Gilbert has abottt ar,
arranged his program for the musi—
cal to be givff-at the Chautauqua au-
fittorium Tuesday night for the bene-
fit of the First Christian church, and
promises the music lovers of Paducah
a rare entertainment. Such, how-
ever, is Profesor Gilbert's usual
treat. With do understanding of
Paducah audiences, he exercises a dis
fillet. faculty of giving them just a-hat
della tuaild Sileases- Mr R.—I Titutt
of Syracuse, who is hip guest, will es-
list at the musical. He sang at the
organ recital at the" Christian
church last night and atnanclmade
a happy inipression tin 'his audience.
Same Old Qualifications.
said the dealer, "Is the
hest automobile.yon en111,1
the thing for a lady."
"Really," remarked Mimi Brlant.
"I suppose It's kind and gentle end
nat afraid of electric care."—Teile-
eelph,la Press,
The Church of England Incorporat-
ed Society for Providing Homes for
Waifs and Strays, has taken up a
new line of work in finding places.
afth Medieal appilencra, for crippled
childre*._ -.
life w onntstrittiret lined who had
the curtains at the -right pitch er







Chicago. 3; New York, 27.
Brooklyn. 7; Pittsburg, 5.
Cincinnati. 4; Boston, 3.
Philadelphia, 2; St. Louis 0,
American League.
Chicago, 6: New York, 3. (First
game.)
(7hliago, 5; New York, 3. (Second
game.) _
Detroit, 12: Washington, 4.
Cleveland, 5; Philadelphia, 3.




An soon as we paper
luausonirentantendown the- rains,
Your man comes to you pays
line month's rent and moves in,
and why?
Simply because he hketi our
paper, its the kind that matches
the earpet,4.0gs, etc.
It's not too dark or too' light
and he alwa' s likes to live in
hurtles well papered.
Right now Is the time to have
your work done and we know
the kind people Want.
And know how to please you.
yomr Lanka—and also your
pnckkalkaok.
st,n.rE(er m.' REIN dtT is
St '',AT , RIO J.111:11“).
Asaerts ram Chealwaess of European




out of the rich trade of Brasil," Is
In effect, the burden of a wail from
Consul General Anderson in far away
Rio Janeiro, Mr. Anderson ifts up
h.s voice, or rather airs his 
l
coin-
plaint in a report to the department
of commerce avid labor. It would ap-
pear that the United States Is losing
out in a rich niarket because freight
rates on American products are so
high that other commercial nations
can moss the seas•witb their goods
stud laugh competition to scorn: Mr.
Anderson say-a: •
"In the matter of rates, there has
been almost interminable discussion-.
It has been claimed by some ship-
lung People that rates front Europe
to Brasil are higher than rates from
the United States to Brazil. The gen-
eral impression has been the other
Rates way,  P re difficult to get at. for
the published rates are not always
the rates actually chimed Then, too,
-in the Bra-kitten trade the evil effects
of the conference arrangement and 
(itsystem of giving rebates s
freinht shipments are felt. That ratesS
O will average higher from the United/
O States to Brazil than from any Eu-
ropean country to Brazil is demon-
strated in the fact that the average
percentage of freight expenses to
cost of articles imported into Brazil
from the United States for several
ears has been higher than from any
other commercial nation. The official
returns in Brasil for 1905—the last
year for'-Which figures are now avail-
able— show that the percentage or
freight, etc., to cost of geode from
thenUnited States was 19,702: from
Great Britain -1-k7-U.- from Franca.
9.653; from Germany, 13,377; from
Austria. 10,415; from inensiutn, 18,-
843. The average cost to American
products, therefore, is Within than
that from any ot the genera! compet-
ing states. Then nates from Bring to
 f-tlie -United Stater seetn to be Much
 more reasonable, although ecrrISItier
ing the amount and nature of the
freight moiteds the rates can hardly
said to be cheap."
ili




Legal !leaning of Solid
-
The,nertn "solid gold"has been the
cause of much dIsclission on the part
of manufacturers of gold articles and
'if much mittanmrchension on the part
of the public for some time pest, and
the recent law fixing the cornutinrcial
definition of the phrase' is welcomed -
on all sides, According to this law.
10-carat gold is -the commercial
"solid gold" and all articles contain-
ing more alloy than this, or all ar-
ticles with parts which colitain more
alloys, are henceforth to be known as
plated, gold-filled or rolled-gold, and
must be ,so marked- by the amputee
Wier. For example; a pin with top
"solid" gold, even to the value of
,s &rats, cen not legally be called
selaf if hinge. hook Of pin Is not 10-
!carat paid; while other pia of 10
'carats Throughout,71Wough of nei
less intrinsic value than that et:Ntam,aNick--,.,,i Id ig,rie  Onsnjayie
law was lbade to protect The nienu
fecturing jewelers against -the mak
r
and has beee
the legitimate trade all over the
United States.
"It is a law wiilch we have long
eeede3." said a St. IsOule wholesale
jeweler, -"but mond gold is a mien
nomer and L--for one should be very
glad to see the term abandoned and
the value stamp used in its place.
COmmercially speaking, there never
was such a thing as 'solid gold'—at
least not, for the List 2.00• 61' 300
years, earne of the ancient jewelry
or 1. s, nne contains leas than
to carats of gold
"There Is a bill now being prepared
to be introduced at the next congress
to abolish thoeuse of this term_ and
substitute the carat stamp for It, and
both wholesale and retail jewelers
over the country will work hard for
its passage. We believe the term is
calculated to deceive, even when care-
fully explained. This bill, if passed,
will require manufacturers to 'stamp
nil gold articles with the number of
carats registered. Half a carat will
of the Borunn and the renaissance be -allowed for errors, but the mann-
worked up by hand with the crudest must come within this limit. This
periods was made of pure gold.ffacturer will have to see that the gold
tools, and that is, of course, of far would be a great help to the buying
greater value on amount of the tpublic as well as to us. forthen every
purity of the material as well as its body could see at once what he is get•
quaint and beautiful Workmanshift ting and there would not be so many
and its antiquity Chau any modern chances for a canto-bark at us."
products of the goltrsmith's art. But
alloy has been used to a constantly in-
creaeing extent since. because jew-
elers found that the harder the gold
was rendered by good alloy the greas-
er its wearing qualities and the more
secure, therefore, the setting of the
gems It contained. Our jewelry now
of IS, 14 or to ',erste, according
to the design anti character of the
article, and it is much more frequent-
ly 1.0 than 18. The law reqnirea us
to 'mark on the article itself or on
the card to which it is attached the
'exact value of the gold In all. the
parts, just as the food manufacturers
are now obliged to state the ingre-
dients of the package on the label,
and a heavy penalty is attached to the
use of the words *solid gold: if at,
Neptune, riding the waves, sud-
denly (ante upon a fair bather.
"Young lady, may I ask why you
are in the water without a bathing
suit "
However, catching a hatter g.irupse
of her, he saw that she was euitably
Vitra, so be ipo:ogized and went
on his way—Milwaukee Sentinel.
She—Tour last book was a sue-
eel% wasn't US
Ile—Yes.
"The reviews were so unfavorable
I was almost tempted to rend it."—
Lije.
It's a wonder poople do not hate
George Washington and Abe Limon':
-hey are so • I ly admired
111111W11111111111•10111110-
American-6erman National Bank
Capital ...... • ' • • • •• 
Sitat),000.00
Surplus and undivided prodfa—a  100,000.00
Stockholders liability   .• • •  280,000.00
Total • • • • • • •-••• • • re • to gir gr.' • .560,000.00
Total resources • • • ••••••  We • . • 11965,458.28
DIRECTORS:
W. F. Brealehaw, of Bradehaw & Bradehaw. Attorneys; J. A.
Bauer. Wholesale Pottery; Louis Kolb, of Kolb Bros. &
Wholesale Drugs; H, A. Pinter, of H. A. Petter Supply Con Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Itieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
Museire Burnett, Supt. M Treas. Pad. Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
T. 3. ATKINS, %lee President.
ED. Li ATKINS, Cashier.
"Sm.
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies 
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depend on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-




Is nine summers ord. The gov-
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Rugged Hiram and Hiram'
Giddy Wife.
(Copyright, taw. 1903. by Robert Howard
Russell.]
claimed a Foul, 1V1111e his Wife and
, Jessie bustled around to sttee some :fr7.t•
the Wreckage.
•1).1.3 They gave up the Servants and soak-
ed the Jewels and moved into a small-
er House. It was a rapid Coute-Den-ue
bat eTtIli while they were tieing the
Parachute they continued to look
Pleasant and tie Game. Although thetr
lettpatie- Friends .‘ante around to ex-
press Sympathy an stick Pius In theni,
til fersed the Angelic Smile and did
Cut act a bit like Heavy Losers.
They had ti. take in Reimers and
glue Leesous in cffina-Palutiug in or-
der to save Hiram from the Poor-
House. and yet with all their Skimp-
tug a,i,1 Eeotiornizing they never pre-
tended to Itutee Poverty.
When a Man loses his Money he
goes to his liedroenn to drink himself
into a Trance. A Woman lights the
House (ruin Cellar to Garret and sends
out Invitations for a Party.
On an Income of -about $3 a Week.
Hinnies Nnife. and Daughter managed
to keep up Appearances and oi•easeentl-
ly have sorne of their Oki Friends to
Flintier. Hiram never understood how
they manegest it. Whed' he looked atest-orh'isi Cate.ser in Towu would deal
Lis empty Bank-Book and then out atout the sperkinigeneauvertsatien Weter • -
tl e
;MU to Bluff about killing himself. so.
that she could get the Insurance Mon-
ey. She.told hen to Behave, end then
she .weut out and witcle a Cup of
.Streng Tea-for him.
Hiram had been an InevosIng Figure
so long is be hod his Finenetal Under
pinning. tett when they yanked away
his Supports be- did it horrible Collapse
n u "When he got the Swing hi the Plexto
nil balloted over te proved to be a
• 
 mar











t th a t
Treasury
Notes
spew ou Tette:. rile wore those 1°112',
lozlnigo-shaped Iuis tnat lined the
Mpectator. and PlIe bad ailifferent Sun-
burst for every hay iu die \neck mud a
Inarnoud T,prara that made the. other
Women sizzle -with Envy. Sitewere it
trailing Worth (lowu that kept (-Jilting
into the Roolo lung after she had en-
tered.
Now and then she would Iztvc a Part)*
at wht II $ wo.-o rth of ripinach lvottld
lie hung on the Chandeliers. 'the high-
a I 11A.11.1NO wee or tit,71VN.
as If Brut ,and Bute:ruffle coin about
annie.
She was, In very 'Sooth, among the
highest of the Bolters, but 'Went stood
for the Hills with nary n Whimper. 11-
was preud to be the Rimbaud of the
Lady 1:i-Bosh of the Local Knicker-
bockers.
He hexer Pranced into the Ring him-
self for Fear that he might luterfere
or throw a Stew. but be sat back in
Section A 7111,1 rooted for the Missue.
Every time elle 11•713 awarded a Rim
Ribbon for another So.•:-.1.1. Triumph. he
was pleased beyouti.Compare.
Hiram was Child Of Nature, awl
he never had been stile to outgrew his
Birthright. Ertel When he wait 'at-
tired in his $135 Eveailag Ciotti •t, one
could tell by looking at him that he
knew how to ;intik a-Cow. Ile hot!
more Hands and •I",n;et than he could
dispose of at one Thue.
Hiram owed not eyed) his Hair so
that it would Jittay. and although he
had been in the City fur 30 years he
never eontrived ta get the Hang et n
tie-it-yourself Bow Tie, so he need tbe
kind that fastens behind with a little
Stickle. It was even said that Hiram
was tumble -to' pot --the Snide in hi.
Shirt without getting Flee Niarkaou
tb s Bosom. Iltratifu Wife or il.ii:ghter.
Jessie always had to go ti his It iota
and leek hive levee and feint ben around
a couple of times before they dared to
lead him out where the teouipany ettuli
see lent.
When there_ was a Theatre-Party,
"limn always sat hack between the
Curtains so as to avoid spoiling the
Picture, and at the same time keep
the Draught away from the other
retitle. At a Dinner-party he watt
usually put in between two gabby
three who had tacit Instruetione to
'keep him elbowed Into the Background.
And yet. withal. Hiram was a Man
of Sterling Worth and many admirable
Qualities. He was the Family Gibral-
tar. while his Wife antLJeasie were
supposed to be mere Floral Ornaments..
Beat orall. Hiram was known to be A
Star at getting the Coin. The Fact that
the Family put up such a tall Front in
Abe Society Column helped the Public
to believe
that III-





















Pa u per.free TO TAKE IN 
Notwith
standtug which, Iltram's Wife kept the
Family right along in the Swim and
married Jessie to a desirable Catch.
It it true that she starved the Hone.-
hold for six months in order to give
the Young COUide a daisy Send-1),
And all this time Hiram, the astute
Business Manager, was standing around
on one Foot like a Town Simpleton at
a Kissing-Bee.
Hiram had learned how to do Things
with Money, but he had to turneo his
frivolous Wifey to find out how. to
Manage it when there was no Motley.
In other words. Hiram discovered
that Cash bad been the Essenee of his
Existence while it had been the mere
accidental Adjunct to his Wife's Sweat
Campaigns,
Without a big Reserve he was a
Smoke. She, minus her ('heek-Book.
rose to greater heights of Diplomacy.
In time she succeeded in resuscitating
her groggy Husband and putting him
bnek on the Track, but he had lost his
Ginger. He was stoop-shouldered and
gray as a Bat.
She turned up at the Club Meetings
just as chipper as of Yore, only she
came by Trolley instead of Coupe.
MORAL: It ts the upheaval of Tomb
Luck that canoes a Transfer of the
Family Sceptre,
DO' NV tatratUtec
When your joints to lie and you suffer
from Rheum:10am. Hoy a bottle ofram wag Pollards Snow Liniment and Of et In-
as good as itant relief. X pdgiti‘e mire for Rhea.
oknebe'-e, mutlron. Rums, t'uts. Contracted Kim-
"` cies. lore ('hest, sir. Mr. T. 'I'. 'Fogy,

















correspondingly Honest. Hiram was
go Severe and Puritanical and had so
moth clinging Agricultural Simplicity
that no one dreamed the Truth about
him. In Reality. his Arteries were
surcharged with Sporting Blood. When
no one musette ted it. he liked be put on.
a Mask and sneak out and bold up the
Stock Market. That is whet be did un-
til one sod Day in May the Stock Mar-
ket tip and Did him. 'He got It right
where the Hired Girl wears the Ruth-
Int.
Hiram cline home treintle as a Ghost
and broke the News that he was in the
Hole. Ile hesitated to ten the Wife,
ler she was a Fragile Being. unaceus-
e tamed to the rude Ituftets of the Stren-
nom( Life, and he feakd that leach a
<Trot Blow might crush her. But he
ilnally divulged the frightful Truth
met then flopped to' the Settee and be-
••••
FLOWERS
For beautifying your vlardE; and
estitnates on flower beds we
will call and we yttu. Phone
Schtuaus Bros. for the largest
and most complete stlick of
Bowers and plants in the city.
Free delivery to any
-.pert elf - else- .- -..,-•••
rt MArg . -CYS.
Both inhtertieet 192.
Texas. mays that he finds Millard
anew Liniment the best all round Lini-
ment be ever used." Sold by J. FL ()Mil-





PRICE IS RAISED :1)enormous 'output of the Stand&IThe average increase in the marginfor the products of both Pennsylva-BY STANDARD OIL :1 14 and Litua crude oil combineditaking single years, -ana not, as
above; groups of years) from 1898
to 11004 was over 2 eents per gallon,
and, allowing a liberal estimate ofMargin of' Profits Increases one-half cent per gallon (25 per
cent.) for increase in the costs ofTwo Cents on Gallon production and marketing during
Result Is Fabulous "Belden& on VI-
reicace Between Coot sad
COMMISSION.ER MAKES REPORT.
Waehington, Aug. 5.—SignIficant
revelations were made public in a
report submitted to President Rouse-
et by Herbert linos Smith, com-
missioner of corporations, concern-
ing the operations of the Standard
Oil compatry:
0.1n ptevions report the means
and methods of the Standard were ex-
plained. The present reeort sets
forth the results of these methods
and the effect they have had on the
consumer and on the profits of the
company. it deals with profits and
prices, showing just how the manip-
ulation of the oil Industry by the
Standard has affected the pocket-
books of the American profile. Com-
misslorier Smith saes:
The Standard hate-repeatedly claim-
ed that It has reduced the price of
oil; that ft has been a benefit to the
consumer, and that only a great com-
bination like - the Standard could
have furnished oil at the prices that
have prevailed.
Each one of these claims Is dis
proved by this report.
The results are given chiefly in the
shape of "margins;" that is, the dif-
ference in cents per gallon between
the cost of crude oil which the Stand-
ard buys and the prices '•of tile pre-
ducts thereof which ft fells. These
"margins" of course are the really
significant facts, represeneng that
part orthe price for which the Stand-
en) is responitbee. .
Prices of ril-proancts may rise or
fall slightly without affecting the
profits of the Standard because of a
change on the price of the crude on,
although the Standard a1so fixes the
price of crude. But the "margins,"
the differeneb between the price of
crude and the price of the Meshed
products, is always a true :ndication
of price, policy and profits.
Importance of Small margins.
There are two varieties of rew nia-
terial of-essential importance, Penn-
sylvania crude oil and the Lima crude
oil. The crude oil of the other fields,
both by reason of their very recent
development, and by reason of mark-
ed difference in pialityedo not affect
In any significant way the pricts
herein considered.
The average margin betweeb Penn-
sylvania crude oil and the illuminat-
ing oil. sold by the Standard through-
out the country, after deducting
freight costs, front September. 190'i.
to the end of 1899, was 5.3 cents per
gallon; front 1900 to 1902, inclusive,
G cents per gallon; and from 1-903 to
June, 1905, 6.6 cents, or an increase
of 1.1 cents during thefe eight years.
When It Is remembered that from 0.7
cent to I cent per gallon constitutes
a good profit on the business, the
meaning of an increase of t.3 In the
last eight, years cotered• by this re-
port is -evident. even as applied to Il-
luminating oil alone.
The tremendous importance of the
increase In margins can be fully ap-
SO SOOTHING.
Its Influence Has Been Felt by So
Many Paducah Headers.
The soothing influence of relief
- After seffering from itching piles,
Front Econena. or any itchiness of
the skin,
Makes one feel grateful to the rem-
edy.
'Doan's Ointment has soothed hun-
dreds.
Here's what one Paducah citizen
J. It. Womble; of 11G2 Broadway,
Padurah, Ky., says: "For years I
was, a sufferer from itching piles In
a very gayer* form. -They werte-the
plague of my life When I would get
heated up they would annoy me ter-
ribly and at night I could get no
rest. I have often got up and walked
/around the room. I believe I have
eltried nearly every eemedy that has
been on the market but nothing ever
gave me the desired relief until I got
'a box of Doan's Ointment at DuBolli
& Co.'s drug store. The vbre first
Implication gave me relief and after
theeaecand _day _ I could go to bed a
Ca.
"Seen a motor car down the bill any-
where, boy?"
'so, bur I peen four rubber rings
tte a 'eap o' sternp iron."- Taller.
111111.1M4PA is PAIS
Never cry iii oe old/tr.-fa. who are Nur-
forivg from hunger. Si7,11 Is the cause
of :ill tables Who cry and sire troattd
for th'r rfailr' are suit- firmed the above statement by say-serires---teskee Vsida----4e—eetreed
front 
their food not being suoilmilated ing; "I gave a statement in 1900nut itee•oured by worms. A few dm" Telling how Doan's Ointment hadof White's Cream Vermiftere .wiii cause
thaw  eryAgg and begin to had cured me of a severe ease of itch.thrive at once. Give, It ii trial. Sold by log -piles. I am glad to confirm thatJ. II. Ochisehlaeger, Lang Pros. and C.
te MIpi.-y, -statement at this time as the cure
has been lasting. Doan's Ointment
'See that man leaning over the is certainly a superior remedy for
rail' on the vessiel?" said one Euro- this trouble or, sire skin affection."Leon eaestenger to another,'" "The one For sale by all dealers. • Price 50slue* seek= seXass well e -ratuisatiberteemitso- -Miebnort- -teOne--
keM0-11TIttre-111111%."ItITISI4, , artier rot ,the United
night and sleep peacefully, and quiet•
ly as anyone. The one box cured me
entirely. It is now about three
mondefeince I used It and there has
been no sign of a return. I also
used the Ointment on my hand for a
sore and found It very healing."
(From statement given in 1940.)
A Lasting Cure.
On February 18. Mr. Womble con-
was coming from." "Indeed! States. . .
IThings are very much changed with Remember the name—Doane--
him new:"—Yonkerl Statesman, and take no Other,
9
the
this period, the net average Increase
in profit during these seven years
Id th be at leastwoul us ,1.5 cents per
gallon. If the same inc:euelecen profit
be applied to the Standard's entire
sales of all kinds of petroleum pro-
ducts in the United Stales la 1904,
the profits for that year would be
about $21,000,000 more than they
would have been on the basis of the
prices and costs in 1898.- As a mat-
ter of fact, the known tie-as as stated
hereinafter, was mare than this.
Similarly, fur the year 1903,when
the priets of oil reached their mail-
these prices would represent
an increase in the Standard's profits
on sales in the United States that
year of natty $25,000,000 over
prices and costs in 1898.
These figures show conclusively
the effect of the domination of the
Standard on the amount that the
ottinic pays for Rs oil.
Naturally ark inerease has also ta-
ken plaee,. la the profits of the Stand-
ard by reason of this price policy.
The increase In annual prone; from
1896 to 1904 was over $27,009,000.
Fabulous Dividends Paid.
The total dividends paid by the
Standard from 1882 to 1906 were
$551.922,904.50, averaging thus
24.15 per cent Per 'year. The divi-
dends. however, were much less than
the total earnings.- Exact •Infortnation
as to these earnings is-available only
for the years 1882 to 1896 and for
the years 1903 to 1905, Inetusive, an
aggregate for these years of about
$714,000,000; but from these fig-
ures the earnings for the other six
years -may be estimated with some
degree of correctness, and it is sub-
stantially certain that the entire net
earnings of the Standard from 1882
to 1906 were at least $790,000,000,
and possibly much more.
These enormous profits have been
based on an Investment wdftb at the
time of its original acquisition not
more than $75,000,000.
Furthermore the rate of pront. Cel
he eailtaUsaIliqn has increased great-
*: Front'ISS2 to 18'94 the net earn-
ings averaged about 15 per cent io
-tee capital stock or treat certificate
outstanding, while the average net
earrengs for the period from 1903 to




Standard Oil, Peary's Pole Pr•-para-
tloaa, Taft and DiPloniatie
N'edilings oil Program.
The forecast of news events of the
week follows:
Important news eveats of the com-
ing week will Include the yretttninit-
ry steps by the attorneys of
standard Oil company In their a,
from, the adverse decision of .1
Landis, of Chicago; ths start Of
mender Peary in another seareb
!
the North Pole; the return of Seen
tary Taft front his vacation Isk Cana-
i •da Just what form the appeal of tho
Standard Oil company will take has
not been decided upon definitely as
yet -but undoubtedly the attornet's
for the company, in addition to pro-
testing against the penalty as exces-
sive, and contrary to Opt spirit of
the law, will protest against the de-
cision itself as being uujust.
Commander Peary left his home
in Penland. Maine, last Sunday for
New York to make final preparations
for the sailing of the Arctic steamer
Roosevelt. The steamer Is expected
to Mire on -the long voyage soon.
Two prominent marriages will
take place this week In foreign coun-
tries—that of United States Senator
Albert-1. 13everidge.- of - Indiana, to
Miffs Katherine Eddy,- oeiChicago, at
the home- of kinbassador and Mrs.
Tower In Berlin, August 7, and that
of Miss }Catena Wri-ght, daughter SO
General Lute- E. Wright, forMer gov-
ernor _general of the Philippines ant
retiring ambastador to Japan, to
Charles Day Palmer, Manager of the
International Banking company, or
Manila, of the American embassy at
Tokio on August to.
The eighth internfttional housine
congress will be convened Monday in
London, to consider house inspection,
slum improvement and destrnetion,
and kindred subjects..
No Experience.
_ "Mrs. Cissie said she thftegitt it
mukt be very pleasant to be married
to a elever
4 "And what did you say, wife?"
told her that of course, I didn't
now—I had only been marriee
Once."—Tit Bits.
1,1
Prince 13Iamarck. Of Germany
would never sit down to a dinner
e;th 13 at the table,
In some par-tat-of-Switzerland 11
the dead are buried by the gbve%;-





Says Judge's Statement is
Unique in Law
Permitted infringement of Practise
By Prosecution and Stooped to
Ricks-ring.
HMI AFFIDAVITS TO FACTS.
The
Hy





Our shoes have a style that
bespeaks culture and refine-
ment and gives that distinc •
tion which marks the well-
dressed. man. A happily
balanced combination of
good looks and good service
—suitable-for every occasion
Most styles are $5.00
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS'
Lendler aLychra
sent from the couit room.
Powers says the conanonwealih
would not agree to a single ptopose
eon advanced by the defense after
Judge Robbins had vacated the
bench, although he told Mr. Frank-
lin, he says, that he wanted an Im-
mediate trial and asked him to join
with the attorneys for the defense
in a telegram to Governor Beckham
asking dim to appoint a special judge
at once. Ile says that in his judgment
the prosecution does not want a
trial, or that if it does the "powers
that bee have decreed that it shall
begin near enough to the November
election to prevent a verdict- being
rendered tine' after that event. He
says that this policy is to be pur-
sued by the officials in the Dope of ex-
aping the sharp contrast between
the treatment accorded him and the,
treatment accorded Jim Hargis, and
also wit)) the hope that the people
may forget Sandy Hook and Judge
"Bill" Carnes.
e •portion of the ceiling Sparks ellinties
ed into the attic .and found a big
rooster imprisoned. It had roosted on
the ladder when the new room was
added and climbed too high, getting
into the unfinished attic, and was
not discovered when the ceiling via-
completed. The rooster was halt
starved. •
His Real Merit,
"I see." said the shade of Gen
Putnam. "that they are agitating my
ride on earth "
"Yes," said the astral body inter-•
preter.
"They have overlooked my prime
achievement." declared the old war-
rior. "For unlike most men I got
out of a predicament by getting in a
hole." —Baltimore American
Jumpers Hear the Honk.
"How's things In LonelyvIlle?"
asked the first farmer.
I "Everybody's on the jump," re-
w. plied the second farmer, proudly.cousin of Vtetor Bradley, one (A thief Noise- se in a newly added room to -"Then the automobiles have struck
'attorneys for the preeeeution, all of Henry L. Sparks' residence, a tow your town, too, hate they?"--Yon-whom swear that te saw Judge miles front Mayfield, caused the tam: le-os Statesman.Robbins leave the bench:and enter lit- worry, and talks of "haunte-rs.. - s • e o - re. Dm Waft ads. tem
Georgetown, Ky., Aug. 5.— Caleb
Powers, who Is awaiting his, fourth
trial for alleged complicity in the
assassination of William Goebel , at
Pranisfort, over seven years ago, is-
sued a statement from his cell in the
Scott county jeil In answer to the
decisicp of Judge Joseph E. Robbins
In vacating the bench last Wednes-
day. t'oweis declares the decision of
Judge Robbins to be unique, in that
the court criticised him for falling to
support the charges contained In his
affidavit w.th other affichevite, and
for permitting the cotnmonwealth to
controvert his affidavit by a response
when, he keys, the law clear:), says
the affidavit of an accused man can
not be controverted, He (-halve that
Judge Robbins went even further,
and also attempted to controvert it
himself.
Powers says he had material in
the shape of affidavits front four res-
idents of George-town to support his
charge that Judge Robbins entered
the jury room while the jury was de-
liberating on his ease on the third
trial, and that he remained in the
room for an appreciable length of
Gine, but that these affidavits were
Sot filed In court because such a
proceeding is not necessary. These
affidavits are sworn to by Judge L.
L. Bristow, W. H. Johnson, George
W. Johnson and A.  3f, Bradley, Jr..
BANKRUPT SALE
-OF
Buggies,llarnes, Saddles and Collars
No. 107 S. Second Street
One hundred Buggies, one hundred sets Harness, fifty
dozen Collars, one hundred Saddles, Bridles and Strap
Goods must be sold in thirty days. No regards to cost.
Call and examine this stock. Come early and get choice.
"Say ,where is it hottest?" "Toe
me!" "At the circus --beoause
thi-e-eTTIrtr:  '
News, •
You spot a good dlith with Ill,
sauce,--Sp mitch.
Physicians agree that Belvedere Bev-
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sus-
taining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.
The Belvedere Milting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in pre-
digested form.
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding diges-











P. M. FISHER. Pram!dont.
Z. J. PAXTON. General Manager.
Motored at the postoffIce at Padua'JI.
Kt.. as meoond class matter.
SIMISCKIPTION RATICIls
TH DAILY RUN
Sy carrier, per week . 10
kly mall, per month In advance... .25
Sty wail, per year. In advance-11.6e
THE WEJIMIX SUN
Per year, by mail, postage paid. .$1.00
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
Office, 115 South Third. Phone 0511
Payne It Young; Chicago and New
'York. representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
ing places:







1 3920 17 3903
2 3895 18  ' 3906
2 3895 19  ' 3914
5 -390S- -20 3939
6 3914 22 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 3994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
11 3878 26 3930
12...--,....3935 27 3938
13 3918 29 3905
15 3911 30 3891
16 3900 31 3833
Total • • •  101,923
July Average 3  920
Personally appeared before me,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who
affirm's. that the above statement of
the circulation of The Son for the
month of Ju:y, 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER-PURYEAR.
Notary pub;.e.
..my commission tap:tea January
22, 1rs.
Dolly Thought.
A small cloud may hide both sun
and moon.—Danish.
THE REPUBLICAN TIGKFT.
For Governor—Augustus E. Will-
son, of Louisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W.-4I.
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney Genere iAgnenemight be applied to some newspaperte
Breathitt, of -Christian ectitsay. an the following:
For Auditor—FrankrP. James,' of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCreeken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart eounty.
For Superintendent of Public In-
strtieticei—J. S. rabbe, of Boyd
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
•—N. C. Rankin. of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Mc-
room.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
City Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
A:dermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R..
Hank, G. M. Oehischlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston.;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May-
er: Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— First-ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second, ward, W. J. Hills:
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. H. Garrisdn; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker;
Birth ward, J. C. Parley and Ed
Morris.
ersor trade ceuditions of the future
may spoil the effect of the most
forceful advertisement. The "ad."
that ia printed almost as soon as the
Ink dries on the paper on which it is
written Is ten times as valuable as
the one that has gone stale on Its
way to the reader. The freshersa of
the newspaper "ad." is elle ot the
factors that willies it the beet trade
*inner."
STREETS PRE-EMPTED.
It is doubtful whether more than
a few people remember that Broad-
way extends to the wharfboat full
width, they, have become so accus-
tomed to take the roadway when they
ieuve First street, and nearly every
one has forgotten the exietence. of
Water street along the river front.
Steps and platforms of stores project
over where hiroadway's sidewalks
should be, and rear udditions tres--
pass on Water street. The
city is .a bit lax in preserving tts
right to these streets. -Hundreds of
people walk daily to the wharfboat
The river front-is anything but pict-
uresque at best; but sidewalke
should be built down the hill for the
benefit of the public and for the
preservation of the public's rights to
the *greet.
The gradual accumulation of soil
in the Tenth street park site gives
some idea of the age lens accretions,
which must have built up the
delta of the Niie: But that's the sort
of places out of which to build parks.
Make the ugly places bloom.
• Alabama goes North Carolina one
better in her war on railroads. She
bas statutes, which provide, that
when a railroad appeals from the
state court in regard to restrictions
in these particular statutes, the sec-
retary of state may revoke the rail-
road's charter. There can be no
doubt, the Vnited States may not re-
strict a state's right to grant or re-
voke charters, except as such action
contravenes the la* of the land;
but, on the other hand, how may a
state limit the right of an individual
or corporation to appeal its .prope
grievances to the federal court?
"Padueah business men e greatly
pleased by the success oVan effort to
induce immigmeion te western Ken-
tucky. A little „cblony of Austian
farmers Irsa been established in Mc-
Cracken eo y, and more arrivals
are ex ed in October," says the
Owellabbro Messenger.
At least. the Standard Oil compan,y
must admit Judge Landis made the
fine high enough to allow an appeal
__The esteemed Kentucky State Jour-
nal rebukes-the Louisville Herald
for calling it the- administration's
mouthpiece. *Possibly, if the—Ken
Welty State Journal would publish as
long, laudatory editorial shout Hu-
bert Vreeland as it did about Auditor
Hither,- that wouldgo a long way to-
waed refuting the Heralds assertion,.
Individual property owners, • and
particularly small property owners,
repose confidence in the prospective
administration of James P. Smith,
whd is closely identified with the in-
dividual property interests of the
eity. As a property owner himself,
be would be conservative..
Capt. Edwin Farley will draw hun-
dreds of votes in the Purchase.
IATHE NE'SPAPER AD.
The Kentucky State Journal turn-
lehee some good advice for advertis-
ers which The Sun reproduces:
"Some of Frankfort's merchants
are slow to catch oa that they have
a dependable advertising medium in
-the State...Journal end_t1444,
rioney to the birds by printing their
cards In pamphlets and other thinbt-
ful mediume. A national advertiser
who attnreciatee the value of timeli-
neves In his appeals to the public pre-
fers the newspaper to all othee,med-
--.-----auses-lessauswat-awalsles-Kews• $0-snw
his trinoilletinent witteenable. Mask-
sine copy, HA ha points t, mart be
prepared months in advance of pub-
libation, and a bad guess at the weath- I can."—Nos Loisira.
VARDAMANISM.
The Lexington Herald pays its re-





































fonPhnt trouble between the races
and make more difficult and danger-
ous the problem the southern people
have to face and solve. It would be
n national misfortune for him to have
received the Democratic nomination
411--s-i•Hssissippt and be given a com-
mission to reprebent that etate in
the United -States eettate.
"And yet so pressing is the race
oblem in MissIslippi, so trouble-
some is It in malty of its phases, so
skillful have been the appeals of Var-
danrn and his followers to the low-
est_and most violent passions of the
Democrats, that there has been grave
anxiety on the part of the real
friends of the south, the real thinkers
of the country.,_ that he might receive
the nomination. The people of Mitt
sissippi are to be congratulated if,
as the returns indicate thy have
chosen Williams whose leadership_
every reasonable honest conscientious
citizen of Missitisippi will In time ap-
prove and Indorse." • •
• Some Kentuckyonewspapers have
ttfe tip to alma!: the Conner-Journal.
because its independent and fearless
editor refuse,' to swallow the Hargis
farce anti the lawlessness in west
Kentucky and forbears to congratu-
late Mayor Bingham, ad Interim, on
his tact, simply because tile state
' h.tittfloo fa Democratic; and
yet, sueh petty, partisan sheets should
he ashamed of themselves.
e returns from Mississippi Indi-
a probable victory for John
Williams in the primary for
lection of the Democratic nom-
or senator from that state, the
ation being equivalent to an
n. The contest for the nomlna-
n Miseissippi has been one of
most exciting in the annals of
outhern state and the result is
preme importance, not only to
ssippi, but to the whole south.
n many ways the most import-
ection for the selection of a
candidate held in any American
this summer. John Sharp Wil-
repreeents the best type of
ern thought With high ideals
lic duly, scholarly attainments,
the best traditions of the old
he has had the courage and
nse to lead his people's eyes to
ture instead of to the past. H
ship will eliminate as far as
n the race question from Amer-
olltics and will tend to the so-
ot that question upon lines best
th races
v. Vardaman represents the re-
ary element in the south. In
t. blatant, a demagogue appar-
without scruples, he represents
ry worst element in southern
es. Such as he have done—end
tinued in political power will
ore than all other classes to
Kentucky a
patient jade.
—infirm-trent jetica probing. ..a
pigliiirs—itim "That's curious, I
can't feel anythltit."-Patient'(writh-1





PADUCAll EVENtlitil FITTP1 /18 NIGNIDAT, ArcirsT
pinta! aniuuut ueeessary to give an
outing to poor children and provide
necessities _for the sick poor seems
paltry. Every cent. Is being account-
ed for. Captain Meeker's books are
open for inspection. His report to-
date is as follows:
Previously reported $43.61
Mrs. Meeker's Kettle (Satur-Pollee Searching For High- day) 
‘‘aytnItii
Two colored Men From Tennessee
Relieved of Cotudderoble
°ash in Street,
KNEW CUSTOM OF PATROLMEN.
Detectives and policemen are to-
day making a thorough investigation
of a holdup At Eleventh and Cald-
well street*, whietr. took place Sun-
day morning about 2 o'clock while
Patrolmen Orr and Sanders were at
the *station meeting Illinois Central
trains. Two white men, one armed
with a policeman's club and a star,
and the other a gun, held up Hens-
ley and Will Childers, colored, front
Tennessee, and relieved the former
of $25 ad latter of 60 cents, and
after taking their money, ordered
them to leave. When the vlictims
started down the street nye shots
were fired to induce them to go fast-
er.
Pole Childers, residing at 1108
South Tenth street, is an uncle of
the two, and reported at once to the
police statiod that "a policeman an
another man" had robbed his n
ewt. -Police Ltentenant Tom
"got busy," and dispatch Patrol-
men Ore and Sanders t the scene.
They,fOund two pock ooks and a
bull dog pistol, fi chambers of
which had five esipty shells in theni,
lying in the *ass. One pocketbook
was identified as belonging to one of
the victiens.
The' Ch:Iders.men stated -that the
p cernan, who held him up did not
'ear a-uniform or a policeman's hat
All he could remember was a star and
club. Paducah patrolmen do not wear
stars, but badges, and the policemen
suepect, a person, who had access to
old fashloned police outfits, and
knows the custom of patrolmen.
POOR'S OUTING
SALVATION ARMY MAKE-. AP-
PEAL FOR FUND THIS WEEK.
_9--
Captain Meeker Tells Why All
Should Contribute To Keep the
Pot Boiling tin Wu ay.
The outing and relirf fund made a
good gain Saturday. Two pots were
botlieg en Broadway and did well.
People realize that the Salvation ar-
m) :8 working for a good cause and
Paducahans are contributing to
help give the poor an outing and
keep the milk and ice relief work go-
ing sit summer for sick babies and
poor mothers.
Did you ever stop to thiok how
much talk there is about charity and
how few there are who help the down
and out mortals, which every com-
munity contains?
This work for God and humanity
needs your help. It needs it now.
Don't bother your mind about what
some one else does or does not, foil
this work. DO your part! Do it cheer-
fully and be glad you are able to
help. When so much is spent for vain
glory and selfish pleasure which
ittnbunts to thousands of dollars the
110 filmegraglas.41,411 11m.4114111
1 1
1 lok I1 !
1 These are busy days at The iNew Store, and money saving
1 
days, for our customers. Cut
price: are the order of the
day and great bargains are to
Ibe found in every deplirtment.Two piece and three piece
suits are now One-Fourth off
former prtVes and all suits ere
included.
50c--Fancy Hose in a great
range (4 patterns, now
 33c 3 for 11.00
23c—Fancy Hose, now 20.-
 3 for 50c
Cut prices in the Children De-
partment.
•
T1 1- TS' A' ra
-i.
111(4i.:--:• '.4.--7-4-4-Z.. _, -,..77)-1)( .4'
I411ftgamrsli*NAt4pBOY.S.i
Lieut. Baker's kettle (Satur-
da)) 4.46
Don Gilberto  5.00
G. R. Sexton 
Paducan Cooperage company 
Fowler-Wolfe company 2.41,
Friedman, Keller & So 
Total $71.27
Mall or hand youpidonatiun to Cap-
tain and Kra. Meeker. Let every or
do all they can and do it quickly. 0
dollar will provide for two poor p.
sons on August 15, the best time,
possible, a picnic 'with food, fun ant
frolic and a trolley ride with mu-
to finish the happy day.
Keep the pot boiling!
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Every dose wakes ma feelbetter. Lax- Fo •
keeps your whole 'sadden right. Sold on the






Men Thrown Into River and One
Has \erre% Escape Eroui Drown-
ing ill Tennesse-e.
Running up stream, i. 1,
"Brownie," doing harbor work r
the West Kentucky Coal cote,
ran into a skiff Saturday afte,
about 3:30 o'clock occupied
Charles Elmore and Clint Ande.
,Elmore is watchman on the ic
II. N. Hook, which is in the '1'•
see river, and he and Anderson
coming to the city in a skiff. A
cording to Elmore's story they aes
tbe "Brownie" approaching. No -
particular attention was paid until'  
opposite the saw logs when they stay
the tug watt upon them, and before
they could stet' out of their course
the "BrOwnie" had struck them and
the skiff had overturned, throwing
the occupants out Anderson had ant 
easy 'time reachipg the shore, but
the skiff overturned on Einiore and
he had difficulty in freeing himself.
After the accident the "Brownie"
sopped and picked up the skiff, and
after bailing lt out Elmore and An-
derson were able to reach the wharf.
The examining trial of Mary Ro-
land, charged with the killing of her
husband, John Roland, Tuesday ev-
ening occupied the time of Judge Ed
Crossland Saturday. After hearing
the evidence of the witnesses of both
sides, and the argument of the attor-
neys, the court decided that the kill-
ing was done in self-defense and re-
turned a verdict of "not guilty."
•
EIPEDITION IN SEARCH OF' POLE
Hampered by Gales .et Spitebergen--
Will Make start Middle of Month.
Spitzbengen, July 24, via Tromsoe,
Aug. 5.—The Wellman-Chicago Rec-
ord-Herald polar bear expedition has
been hampered greatly by a high
wind, which at !Imes became a vio-
lent gale, threatening the bAlloon
house. The damage done has been
repaired, and as arrangements have
now been perfected and the gas ap-
paratus has been found to work
most satisfactorily, it is hoped, un-
less further accidents occur, the par-
ty will be ready to start for the pole
about the middle of August.
The inflation of the balloon will
begin tomorrow. The unusually bad
weather has prevented ships' from
reaching Spitsbergen. The Prince of
Monaco is reported to be ice bound
at some point south of here.
7- eQue quart titrinreserve`eans
cents per_dozen at Henneberger
Hardware Co incorporated.
The tardy son reaps not with his
father --Modern Greek.
and welfare f the peopleKen-
tucky are inseparably bound up in
'the suppression of all abuses andcrimes aglitnst an honest ballot, thathave so unfortunately disgraced our
state under Democratic rule, depriv-
ing the people of their rightful herik-
age—representative governnient.
The lay. for registration certifi-
cates, imposed bn the state by the
Democratic party for iminoral pur-
poses, whereby vote. in Kentucky
,4ave become negotiable ingtruinenta,
passing by delivery, ought to be re-
pealed.
Third—The judiciary of the state
in both the circuit and appellate
courts, should be chosen on neon-
partisan grounds, and the eontinu-
ance in office of faithful judicial pub-
lic servarite should be determined by
no other qualifications than fitness.
Pourth—There should be 'com-
plete publicity concerning the ex-
penditure of money for political cam-
paigns, ad a law should be passed
providing for an accounting by can-
didates and campaign managers of
all Burns of money collected for polit-
ical purposes.
Fifth--We demand tn.e redistnict-
lng of -Kentucky in legislative, sena-
torial, congressional and judicial di.-
mpt
and efficient enforcement of -theHOT WEATHER SUGGASTIONS. criminal laws of every kind, and ati,Every change acquaintance, these all but especially at this timehot days, can tell you.what to do to dri we call for the rigid enforoentent
vise is kmes.lose to Nature.
keep well and cool, but the safest ad.;
rimes, which, under tho-recenrad-
f the law against those terms of
Nature says don't, drink very 
ministration of justice, 411.many corn-mucE ice water—use- the tempered 
munities, have gone ,praotically .un.water. 
punished. Election thieves, 'amblers,Don't Cat heating dishes, warm
pool room operators and others, tomeats, and heavy vegetables, but
confine yourselves to light vegeta-
bles- and fruits, and cold meats.
Nature, also says, and Its injunc-
tion is in strong terms, to keep the
system in good condition, the liver,
bowels, stomach, kidneys and skin as
every one contributes to health or 11'1
health.
Osteopathy is Nature's treatment,
and the mina rational for all disease,
especially the aliment, incident to
hot weather. Those weak, tired out
and run-down condition.s; dull h id-
aches; disturbed bowel conditions,
and 'torpid liver yield quickly to its
application. _ -
trivia, _which shall give equal repre-
sentation and ettlial voting power fo
every citizen of every district, in con-
formity with the plain requirements
of the constitution, and not as.at
present, in flagrant violalion thereof.
th —T here should be pt.o 
commit et-I-Mess in the interest of
those controlling the local adminis-
tration of some of our cities and
counties, should be punished, and the
juries should be so selected a to
prevent the packing of juries for the
purpose .of securing verdicts in ac-
cordance with the %astfr!! of those in
whose hands the selection of the
juries is placed, or under whosecon-
trol and direction they are selected.
Seventh--We demand that the
books, vouchers and accounts of all
municipalities, all public officers and
public institutions supported by the
state, minting or cities, and of all
But, let me tell you any time, of corporations in which a city or state
gusto yew- Anew.- 4l ho -Wi iiewus the 131040rity-4,4ereeter-eilleseniak
-Itirfr1r0/1-.
hag done and is doing for them. That porations, trustees or commit:stone*
Is unprejudiced evident'e and will shell be open to inspection and in-
appeal to you. Dr. 0 B. Irroage, 616 sestigation by any citizen, .tnd shall
Broadway, upstairs, Ilion° 1407. ibe regularly audited and the results
published by an independent ac-
•eountant, who shall not be eligible
to reexamine such books, vouchers
or _accounts twice in secoesaion.
Eighth—We demand a reform in
the management of our public elee-
mosynary and penal institutions, to
'the end that they shall be operated by
bipartisan boar, upon proper





THERE'S style and • egance about our tailoiing that haswon us an en ed reputation. Men, who know and
who wear good -c thes, are free to say that there is no better
combination quality, price and workmanship, than a suit,
overcoat o air of trousers made to order in this establish-
ment. 7ff is to your decided advantage, sir, if you' appre-
ciat ood tailoring, to
HaVe Your Clothes Made Here
There's always that "something" about our tailoring that
gives it an individuality, both in cut and fabric. We're not
fancy priced tailors---NO ONE SAYS THAT. Come in for
a consul4tion before you decide the fall crothes proposition.








Platform of the Republican Party
The platform of the Republican
party, adopted in convention at lion-
isville, is as follows
We approve the policies and com-
mend the ability. Integrity and „cour-
age of President Roaevelt and h:s
administration, and without express-
ing a preference for any candidate,
favor the selection by the next ne-
t onal convention for president of
one in•fun accord with those policies,
and who will energetically carry them
out in the interests of all the peinple.- 
Ninth—We favor the enactment
Second—We demand that all elect-
optionand enforcement of a uniform local
Cons shall be honestly conducted, 
 law, with the county as the
and declare that the cause of 
sitetigoverning
Severn at and the future happiness Tenth—We demand that the public
schools of the state shall be taken
and kept entirely out of politics, and
that the interests and welfare of the
children ahall have Erst consideration
In all public school *matters.
- We call for better schools and
school houses, for longer _school
terms In the country, and better pay
for the teachers, and the elections los
school trustees be had bn different
days from other elections.•
Eleventh—We favor amendments
to state laws permittillt and en-
couraging joint nominations of the
same candidate by the different par-
ties,
Twelfth--We condemn the law,
passed for Immoral political pdrposes
creating the racing commission in
Kentucky, and demand its repeal.
Thirteenth—We condemn the en-
actment by the Democratic party of
a large number of obnoxious tax
laws and the creation of useless of-
flcsee as the reward of partisan servs
Ice, and we promise, if given power,
to repeal all "such laws and reduce
the taxes to the lowest poshible rate
consistent with -an efficient adminis-
tration of the state government.
Conehrion..
For years- past the legislation en-
acted by the Democratic party and
dictated by certain of its leaders has
not been for the benefit of the citi-
zen, but for the officeholder. The
chief aim of such legislation has been
the continued holding of office and
the creation of new offices to be trad-
ed in as rewards for party service.
The citizen is at last rtalising, as
never before, that the administration
of public affairs Is a business thet
comes close home to' him; that such
business must be honestly and eftl•
qiently condoeted, and that his bat-
Ibt should not be cast as a matter of
sentiment, but for that eandidate or
party which shows the highest capac-
ity for properly conducting the af-
fairs of the state on strict business
principles,
We ask the support of all patriotic
citizens, regardless of their. party
affiliations, for the state tieket 'e-
lected th• this convention, and for
the policies and principles above
stated, believing that it will 'metre
better days for Kentucky,
Standar•1 Officials Get Jar.'
New York, Ang. 6',--Neres of the
unprecedented fine imposed upon the
Rtandard 011 company by ledge Lan-
dis In ,he united States court at ehl-
Cato today was received in New
Irif-writlt-ersatteIr
puny said the amount of the fines ev-
idenced the, injustice against the
company,
s "The amount of Judge Landis'
fines,nt said this official authorita-
tively for the company "is fifty times
'the value of the oil carried under the
1
 
indictment. The total value of oil
was $664,4041. For each car of oil,
'valued at about $4541, we have been
,ftned $20.000. An appeal will be
'taken to the Vatted .13tateti circuit
court of appeals and carried to ,he
last resort, but whether it will be
'entered at once or whether the full
time alowed by law will be taken
will be determined by on: counsel In
Chicago." ,
9
Fond Mother (showing nal4) —
"They say it's like me, but I think
it has its fathers nose."
- Visitor— *Ire a bit red, Isn't it?"
After that they did not speak for
a long time.
I 
A cup must be bitter that a smile
will not sweeten.--French.
The George Rock Shoe Co.
Will, make an Interesting
Announcement of an Oxford Sale
Tonitirrtow. Look for
rnposition of
Ae maximum penalty on the 1,462
counts' in the indictment, reaching
the enOrmous total of 029,240,000, -









Does all kinds of printing
•
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
it should be done, and we,
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—probably we can save
we can give yon satisfactory
















Light, durable, inexpensive, 75c to $3.50
If you are going away you want
one of these. -
s--For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer residence- phone 464;
office 175.
-Dt. Gilbert, osteopath, 40034
Broadway. Phone 196.
-.-Fine carnations at 50c pee dos-
en at Intuition's, 529 Broadway.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
la given by any transfer company in
Atrerica. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
--Kottaks from $1 :o $25. Some-
thing new luthe line and all neces-
sary supplies that make kodaking
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 B. Third. Old phone 1346; now
phone 351.
--One -quart tin preserve cans 351
cents pee- desert at Henneberger
hard Ware Go., ineorpotated.
-Have The Sun waited to you or
any of yensr feiends gcing away for
the summer. The address will be
changed as ofteiz as desired, and the
rate is only 25c a month.
--City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped Must notify our col-
lectors or make 'he requests direct
to The Sun office. a No attention will
be paid to such orders when gives
to carriers. Sun Publishing Cu.
- --e--For the best and alteapent Beery
rigs, ring 100, either phone. Cope-
-land's stable, 419 Jefferson straiet.
-.Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs,
'frogs and ail the seasonable delleae
cies.
--One quart tin preserve cans 3'a
cents per &seen Henneberger
Hardware Co., incorporated.
-Place your orders- ror wedi11-11
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
Showing as great an assortment as
....you will find enywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
--Gasoline boats for outing ear-
ties and hunting trips, .furniahed,
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
Garage Co. Old phone 1113.
-Following are exashinations or
dered for this distriet by the la S.
civil-servire commission: Public doc-
ument cataloguer. September 4;
(omputer, nautteal annanac office.
September 11-12; marine steam en-
gineer, August 22:‘ magazine. attend-
ant, September 4, electrotere molder.
government printing office, August
28: gardner tgreenhouse work), Au-
gust 28.
-Workmen finished- overhauling
Draughon's Practical Business col-
lege this morning, and the college
--niervefi back to its old quarters from
the temporary place over Mills' mil-
liner! store.
-One quart tin preserve cans 3'.)
emits per dozen at Henngberger
Hardware Co , incorporated.
IN THE COURTS
sa,..rormr4r4r4v-r4r1-4-4
\ In Circuit Court.
John I-le Curd against The Demo-
crat • Publishing company,
*4
6474.50, He alleges that he was em-
ployed to Solicit advertis'ng for at
anniversary -edition of the paper,
and secured large contracts. He de-
tilands 25' per cent, commission or
collections for advertisements secur-
ed. .
In County Court.
The witl of .the late J. A. Houser
was tined in county. cOttzt for Probate
Ille leaves everything to his. widow,
• Mary Houser, and appoints her exec-
utrix The will was dated March 16.




Henl'y Hest no, First Nationa
sink, powet of attorpey.
F A. Lucas, et al, to Joe McAnte
Hey, property oit South Fount
street, $432.
The Kentucky Realty company ti
, J. NV. Hack, properly on Alexandef
avehue, $100,
-----
.. ... _ - -..AILLILlaft- 1 
.a...,......../..+PIIPOMIPStilrilorirtti Fe Te'ffir.-*--.lir
---.A,..--..•
Attorney V. li, Crice has gone t.
Cincinnati to take depositions in (hi
rase et Weller & company &gantry
the 0 L. 'Gregory Valor:1r compel,'
MISS REBECCA ALLEN
Si'('CUMBS TO LONG ILLNESS AT
KENOSHA, WM.
Brilliant Wittman, Well Knoell lit Pa-
ducah, Witete she Hail Remitted
itteity Years.
News of the sudden death of Miss
Rebecca Alien at Kenoaha, Wis., was
received this afternoon, and gave
grief to her mai y friends ever the
city. Miss Alien had been In. bs4,
health for many years. and elerled
this summer for the Misses Idortoe's
Innutmer bailee at Flat Rock, N. C..
•but when Louisville was reached it
was deemed Lisette- for keg to'go to
Kenosha, and the last reports until
today, were that shewas steadily lin-
proyht g.
-Miss Rebecca Allen was the only
child of Mr. and Mrs. George Allen,
but when she was young hea mother
died and she lived with her aunt,
Mrs. Addle Morton. Sinee Mrs. Mor-
ton's death she had lived with the
Misses Moiton, 1112 Broadway. Be-
tides her cousins, Misses Cherrie
Susie, Mollie and Adine Morton. she
leaves a stepmother. Mrs. George AL
len, and a half sister, Miss Marie Al-
len, of Augusta, Gig Messrs, Weeley
Greenfteld of New Mexico, and Rob-
ert Greenkeld. of Nashville, are
uncles':
Ever since her health tailed sPV-
-rat years mope Miss Allen has not
taken an actual interest in club work
but she was a brilliant woman and
Posseesed much information that
mode her a charming conversational-
ist. She was a devout member of
Grace lapis-opal chart*. and during
her life was never too ill to do some
noble deed.
Arrangements for the funeral and
burial are unknown and friends IS
the city are expecting word late this
ifteemon. It Is presumed she will
he 'burledin this city: and that the
_Misses Morton will return from their
summer home at Flat Rock. The Rev
and Mrs. D. C. Wrigat are spending
part of the summer with the Misses





If you appreciate a hit of
bonier.
-
'"IE PADUCAH EVENING S
10.4.4.4.4.44.4.0.41.4.46,e Iron., tonne-IL!. oi Hut, .itv, sill at -,J liczi North .
I, 
elar Sluts, eel 529 Jefferson street. city.
Pr Mrs. D. J. Miller and little daugh- Mrs. Vaziel, 721 Seetteuelue aretrue ,, AND SOCIAL EVENTS . le. ter, oselee Charlotte, 42i South is visiting in (1111berignele.++;-HRH,..---+,,,it Sixth street, left today for Metrupo- - Mr. William in Vote e Niadieott'
-II lie to *telt relatives.
In Mintier of Birthday. Attorney D. G. Park returned ileterreUlteanvettal irturiedtigsl.bis ""iniillic 
trim
In honor of the birthday of Miss from Graved, county after speudiug Mrs. W. P. Paxton and children.,Nellie Voight, 1022 South Fifth the Sabbath with relativen 1622 Jefferson street, have 'returnedstreet, a party spent the day in the Mr, William &tiles went to Green- ifroin a visit to Mrs. J. McCandless,woods yesterday. The party left in vine this morning to look after his of Memphis,a large wagon in the morning and mines. • I Mr. J. F. 1.uft returned this morn-went 16 rullee out on the Benton Attorney D. H. Hughes went to.ing from Cerulean Springs.road, where dinner was. served and Murray this morning on profeesioeul Mr and Mrs. James E. Wilhelm,the party spent the remainder of the business. 209 North Fifth street, will leaveday. Mr. Bernie Dawes, of the traettor tomqrrow ter Asheville. N. C., for a
icompany ' In Cairo, is in Paducah visit.
spending a week l vacation with hie Master Maddox Viz°, 208 Cletneuts
parents, Captain and Mrs. Robert street, left today -for a two weeks'
Dawes. !visit to- friends. in Morganfleld.
Mr, and Mrs. Jotet rt. Scott went* Dr. H.. P. nights left this morning
to Dresden, Teun., tale morning to for Henderson to visit Mrs. Sights
visit. • and Miss Ethel Sights.
Mr. Grant Thompson, the well Miss Mildred Stewman and Miss
May known machinist, went to Fart Me Crenshaw, of Carbondale, RI..
were in the city today visitingWorth, Tex., this mornieg to work
at his trade. friends.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McCabe leftMisses Floyd Swift, Lillian Bur- this morning for Nashville, wheredine and Emma Mayer, teachers In they will reside.
r
PEOPLE
• ' For Paducah Gaunt.
A delightful evening was spent at
the home of •E. D. Whipple, July 2,7,
In honor of their guest, Miss Clara
Rhodes, of Paducah, Ky. Games and
music was the features of the even-
ing. Delightful refreshments were
served at 11 o'clock. Those 3-ho par-















p C. W. B. M.
The C. W. -13, M. auxiliary of the
First Christian church will meet with
Mrs. Whitefleld Wednesday morning
at 9:30 o'clock. The street cars are
not running to Mrs. Wallace and this
is a intuit important meeting; as the
year's work will be closed. Several






by the Rev. C. W.
irdie Tolly, who
t years ago by
It, Mr. Ira
of the cordage
_Kriel:Leine- C.-- Carter retuesed te
his home in .Ttuempagonville, 111., yes-
terday after a visit to his brother,
Mr. Einms Carter. 513 South nixth
street. He was accompanied home
by. -Mr. Harry- Carter, who wilt visit
him for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs_ Frank P._ Coburn and
daughter, Gladys, 14k0 Broadway,
will leave Tuesday , for Petoskey,
Mich. 'and other northern resorts for
a two weeks' stay.
Miss Beulah Thompson, of Jackson
street, returned this morning from
Florence station and-Braves county,
where she has been visiting relatives.
- The Hon. MacD. Ferguson and
daughter, Miss Lillian, passed
klirough the city today en route .to
La Center after a trip to Lexington.
. Mr. Z. B.'llannan, an attorney; of
Rector, Ark., is in the city on -busi-
ness.
Misses Lillian Davis and ,Zeima
Chapman, of Melber, left laid- night
ler Oakridge. Mo for a several
weeks visit.
Messrs. Ben Griffith, Hebert Halley
and Jim McGinnis spent the day In
Kuttawa yesterday.
Mr. Henry Hughes went to Murray
Vas- to attend court:-
Mr. and Mrs. I,. Pr Holland and
Mr. Charles Smith, of Tiline, left to
day for a prospecting trip through
Texas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory
and other states. Mr. Holland is
manager of the Tennessee and Cum-
berland river trade for the Ayer &
Lord Tie ,company.
Mrs. Robert Mitchell and daugh-
ter, Mabel, 1225 Jefferson street. re.
tinned yesterday front La Center,
where they Wave been. visiting 
Mrs. R. P. Quarles and daughters,
Dixie and Dorothy, .of Boise. Idaho,
will arrite this week to visit Judge
and Mrs. Wiliam Reed, of Jefferson
boulevard.
Judge It. G. Park returned this
morning from Graves ectunty, where
to ',hilted hitesister, Mrs. F. N. Hoe-
-Cr
Mr. and Mrs. C' E. Stuart, 'ofNash-
ville. are the guests of Mrs. Hattie
Myers, 521 South Fourth street.
Miss Edmonia Elder, of Quincy,
Ill., is the guest of Miss Eudore Far-
ley, 117 Farley place.
Miss Jennie Andersow of Memphis,
A GREEK SCHOLAR.
'Well, my boy, did you maater your Greek at oolleg•7"
."You betl I can pronounce the name of every one of the secret societ -- •
es_ •
the this week to visit Mts. P. E. Miss Thomas formerly
the city.
1 Mr. Harold .Fisher returned toNortouville this morning utter spend-ing the Sabbath with his parents,
Postmaster and Mrs. F. M. Fisher.
the public schools, have returned
from the University of Tennessee, at Miss Minnie Beckenheimer return-
Knoxville, where they took a summer ed to her home in Baltimore, this
course. morning after a visit to Mrs. Joseph
Attorney and Mrs. Zeb A. Stewart, Baer, 424 South Third street.
Miss Inez Trent, 43116 Harahanof Corbin, are in the city.
Mr.- Noah English, fireman at sta- boulevard, left thts morning for
tam No. 4 Tenth and Jones streets, Louisville, where she will spend the
has started for his ten days' vacation. 
rest da the summer with her cousin,
Mr. William Lee, a former Pudu- Miss Ruth Trent.
call boy, now managing a drug store Miss Flora Rohr. of Evansville, Is
the guest of Miss Erma Reitz, 1626In Chleago, left this morteng for
Chicago after a two weeks' visit in Broadway. Mies Rohr visited Miss
Reitz last sunniest-, and she made
many friends during her - visit. -
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Trent. 31)6
Harahan boulevard, left this morn-
ing for Hot aytrings, Ark., where le.
will rentaht the retnainder ofMr. Ben Price left this morning
for Cincinnati to work at his trade, auntrai.r•
bricklaying. He has ten contract- Mr. John Trent returned to Sr
log In Paducah. Louis this morning after a short
Architect 0. Le. st.hmidt went to to lilt' 'mother .and father, Mr. eee
Mrs. C. W. Trent, and she. r, 3,16
at smith Harahan boulevard.Miss Nennie Watson,
• _Mrs. John H. Edwards arrivedThirteenth street, has returned fruit
title morning from Dallas, Texas. elll
a vistt to the -county. - -
Mr. M.-L. layers, of Syinsonla, it111 a 
visit to Mrs. N Maktiatirang, of the
lir the eft), Saturdtin-- on a businessMayfield road.
.trlp Mrs. N B. Stewart and daughters.
Alter. and Blanche. returned to theirMrs. Harry Collins, wife of the
home in. Mr. (tumid, Ill., this morn-well known young railroad man, left ,
last. night for Milwaukee to visit her; dig 
after visiting friends In the "it)
parents. Mr. Collins accompanied Mr. P. G. Ayre went to Kuttawa
er as far as Cairo. 
1
itoday on a business trip.B 
 Miffs Inez Harris. of Mound CityMrs. John Keller and eon, Mr. Leo
Keller, andaughter, 'Miss nita
- OIL, who has been the guest of Misr,A
Keller, have gone to Thousand is-
lands for the summer.
Princeton this morning on business.
$8,000
lu
Hazel Garrott, 811 South Tenth
street, went to Canton today for a
Iwo Mr. S. E. Mitchell lift 
yesterday weeks' visit before returning
for Dawson to idelt his parents, whoi
home.
summer spending the am e there. Mrs. J. (1 Alves.. of Morganfledd,
Mr. Frank WagAr and family aod eatturned home today a(ter a visitoo
Mrs. Ben Vise, 208 Clements street.Miss Elizabeth Wagner have gone to
Echo Springs_for a two weeks' idea- Miss Marion Adair. of Haweeville,
Mrs. William Lydon, Misses Mag- arrived Saturday and is the guest of
gie Lydon, Katie Orogen, Hazel Ash-
IsMtriall
Mabel Calisni, Via Madison
off and Mr. John Moller left yester-eet.,
daw for a ten days' eta)" at Dixon Mr. J. W Shepherd has returned
to the city after a ten days' 'visit toSprings.
Miss Soma* Smedley has returned
from an extended visit in Clarksville:"
Tex., where she attended a big house,
party. and is morning resumed her
duties as deputy county clerk.
County Clerk and Mrs. Hiram
Smedley have returned from West
Baden Springs, Ind.
Will Reddlek returned this
morning front -Hopkinsville, where
he has been visiting
Mrs. Hal Corbett sod children have
returned from Cerulegn Springs.
-Messrs. Henry Case and Will Rudy
re reentered from c,,ulean.
Mr. M. G. Gilbert has returned
front Cerulean.
Mr. J. F. Luft and daughter, Alice,
have returned from Cerulean,
Mrs. F. S. Demmiek left this morn-
ing for Dawson Springs for a ten
dews' stay.
Mrs. Will I Asplan is visiting Mrs.
A. Kerth on South Fifth street en
route to her home in ,Jackson, Tenn ,
fr m the Elks' meeting In' Philadel-
phia.
Sheriff John Ogilvie and Mr. Lem
Ogilvie have gone east to visit New
York, Boston and other cities. They
will take In the Jamestown expose
tion.
Mr. E. L. Huddlestern 1638 Harri-
son street, left today for a business
trip Through western Kentecky.
Mr. Lawrence Albritton. of Jeffer-,
eqn boulevard, left this afternoon on
a business -trip through southern 1111-'
nols,
friends and relatives at his old home
In Lowe*,
Mr T., H. Bridges and tons, Cur-
tis and itfroble„401 Fountain avenue
will leave tonight for the Jamestown
exposition, New York (nd other cit-
ies in the east
Dr B. Griffith, Tenth and Jef-
ferson strifets, left this morning for
a two weeks' visit to the health re-
sorts in Michigan.
Miss Edmonia Elder, of QuIncey,
TII., is visiting Miss Endora Farley,
of 117 Farley place.
Mrs. Daisey W)nfrey, ser Mayfield,:
arrived today to visit Mr. and Mrs.'
A. T. Sutherland, 71e Broadway,
Miss Amanda Wilhelm. 21.14 North
Fifth street, returned today after a
visit to friends In Fulton.. •
I Mr. and Mrs. Robert iiarrts, of 5
Niontid- City, areegnests of Mrs. W:.;
Garrett, 811 South Tenth ette-eT. 5
i Mrs. Belle Linderee who is the
guest of her daughter. Mrs.' W.
Sanders, 1016 South Fifth street.
will leave Wednesday for her home
at Savannah. Tenn. ik
I Mr. Ola Hardison, 1 ClIty gitseet 
who had his left hand thjured at the /
Ilinois Central shopetteveral days
go, is resting comfortably. •
Captain Thomas, owner of that fluor
parjuines at Rose Clare, Ill., was iu
the day today on a businees trip.
.MistrRyal Thomas, of Mentphis.'ar-
laved this roT.T1'l./t to visit Miss Mary
Deadwood, S. D.,„ Aug "5.-John
W. plover, son of -Mrs. Mary Baker
G. Eddy, head of the Christian Sci-
ence church, bas left his home at
Lead on a "secret mission." His
friends declarethe suit he filed for an
accounting of his mother's estate itt
to be enmproMised and that he has
gone to agree on terms.
, -
Modern Woodmen America.
Camp 11.312 degree a full at-
tendance Tuesdae, August 3, as trio
portant interstate work is to be dis-
cussed. 'Be at hall promptie at g p.
h. Nt' Ii FOR('
Fall Races
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Sept. 2101, 27.11t, 26th and
27th
eI t s and mPreium'.
•
We're wiping (jut the pristIta
on ehoes. The cold spring left
Us with too many shoes and oe-
futile. We've no intention of
carrying shoes and oxfords over
from one season to another, so
We'll cut the price now and
quick buyers will be thankful
for the Cold spring
20 per cent off oil all Stacy
A darns and Nettleton $5
and *6 shoes.
20 per Celt off on Itil.etto-
:1,a:tys.hoes
and $4 Brinene OxFunns
20 per Cent off on all $3 50









GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
WANT ADS.
Sulfite:There- inserting elm( ails ii,
The Sun still kindly remember that
all such items are to he paid for
alien the ad is inserted, the rule ap-
plying ro every one without excep-
tion.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
SHORT orders a specialty. Page's
rst ..nurant.
FOR lreating sad stovewood ring
437 Levin.
-CLEANING and prea--11 neatly
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a.
ANYTHING in the short order line
at Page's restaurant.
FleR EARLY breakfast wood, old
phone 2361.
WANTED-Good hand to work In
Dairy. Phone old 2450. C. M. Black.
EOR _DRY WOOD, old phone
2361.
FOR SALE--One fresh mulch cow.
1617 Broad
WANTED-Nurse at 1622 Jeffer-
son.• .
FOR RENT-Apartment in 003
North Sixth street. Geo. Rawieigh.
FOR RENT- House, -$8 per
lllll grrovv. Look kw it,
Anningui ement of an Oxferd Sale
Will make an interem,ding
7114. 1144.44rgi. It4p4k Shoe (-0.
Al Fresco Wirehair To Have Firm
• Program.
A program of rare musical quality
bas been arranged for the al freeco
mug-tea:1n to be given at the Clete-
tauqua building at Wal'ace park Toes
day night under the direct on or Prof.
Harry Gilbert, of Dallas,. Tex., for
-the, benefit of !he First: Christian
church.
A number of,mteficianinfrom a dies
lance, beside Prof. Gilbert win ap-
pear on the program, as well as Pa-
ducah favorites. It is as follows:
Quartette from "In a Persian Gar-
,den," (Liza Lehmann te- Mesdatnes
-David M. Flournoy and James Weil-
le, Messrs. Parvla Witte and Emmett
IE: Bagny.
' (a) "The Heart's Springtime."
l(Fr. von Wiekede): (bt ''Who Is
Sylvia," (Shuberti-Mr. Parvin
month. Apply, at 441 S. Sixth St. Witte.
"The Erlking." (Schubert)-- Mrs.
Alma Hayes Reed, Chicago.
"Etinceiles,•• tMoslcowskit- Mt.
Harry alathena Gilbert, Dallas, Tex_
Vulcan's Song. from "Philemon at
Baucis." (Gounod)-Mr. S. .1. T:tus,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4t111 "Good late," (Tosti)-Miss EmmaSt. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office. Knauss, Evansville.
Intermission.
Soprano and Tenor Duet. "My
Heart, Welcome- the Morn," (A Gor-
ing Thonms)--atr_ Par-sin .-Witte-,WANTED--To buy fegther bed
Mrs. Anna Bradley Witte,
Clark. Old phone 317:
and feather pillows. Address 4331
rate's Song, ..aGilleert)-Mr. S. J. Tre;__
(a) Jean, (Bur:eight: (b) The P1-
of keys contain- tus. ,
ing alumlnunt check T. Grant Slaugh- w.) If Thy Blue Eyes, (Rohm):ter. Return to Sun office. Reward. (ir) June. (Beach) - Mrs. Anna
FOR HICKORY stove wood an-(71 Bradley Witte.
sawdust telephone Robert - Smith,
New Phone 763.
WANTED-A cook, colored pre-
ferred. Either phone 415.
• FOR RENT-TWO or three reome-,
furnished or tenfurnished. Apply 417
North Fourth.
FOR RENT- Third floor over
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales, call u 111%
South Third street,
STORE- 1-WCSE with dwelling
above, 1103 Third streeL Apply, 705
Kentucky avenue.
LOST-Brown canvas eurtain with
eenter eising glass. Return to that
efliceseend get reward.
CLOTHES (*leaned and pressed.
Al! work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Taller, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016ea.
FOR SALE - Eight good work
mules, font- wagons add heatless. Ap-
ply to Gip Husbands, on farm gout
of Paducah.
1M1I-1tENT -Seven room house,
screened, all modern conveniences.
Suitable for double tenement. Phone
1065.
--WHEN BUYING HARNESS, .Sted
digs or repair at the Paducah Harness
atid Saddle Co., you are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
WANTED TO SELL. QUICK '-
Three hundred thousand good cedar
shingles se $3.50 per thousand.
Fooks-Acree Lumber Co., Tenth and
Monroe.
I-WANTED-250 men, women and
children,' to take- pert in tIregory's
Meecow to
Oteuragra-eWslerfreetre
to Mr. Murray at Wallace park, 0
tween 7 and 8 p, m.
Engagements,'
Out of the !eve eel; return about
the 17th.
all'FADDEN STUDIO.
Japanese Etude, (Poldlint)- Mr:
Harry Gilbert.
"Cujue Animam,•• Stabat Mater,
Parvin Witte,
Quartette front Verdi's Opera "Ri-
goletto." "Bella Fight del l'amore"
-Meedames David M. Flournoy ands
James Weille, Metter.. Parvirt Witte
and S. J. Titus. Mr. Gilbert at the
piano.
The colteert will begin -promptly at
8 o'clock and after the entertainment
free_ transportation will be provided
for those wishing_ to attend another
entertainment at the park.
Mr. earns-Mrs. Wynn Tully, 307
North Eighth street, have gone to
St. Louis for a week's visit.
The George Rork Shoe Co.
Win make an interesting
Adnouncement of an Oxford Salo
Tomormw. Cook for in
ON irtrArta-
()tyke 1 elmithiaeltuildtrig.
With Dr. J. 'Q, Taylor.
Phones-theade lief'. Palmer Howie.
()Mee. Both phones 47.
Hours-10 to 12; 1:30 It, ri:30; 7 to







And many other painful and serions
ailments from which most mothers
stiffer, can he avoided by the use of
"Mothers Ftieel." This great remedy
BREAST them through their most cnticalis a God-send to women, carryingordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses "Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
also healthy; strong and MOTHER
good natured. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth 11S.. its weight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain FRIEND
envelope by addressing application to
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta,Csa.
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
, At Bordeaux. France, a racing au-
tomobile, competing in the Criterion!
cap. collided in a dust cloud wtth a t
,touring ear, resulting -In the deeth of
five men and the fatal Injure of .two1
wehers. At Middletown, N. Y., a ins,:
chine turned turtle In a ditch, kiLiel;
-two persous, Wally fwerred another:
and hurt three children. A trolley:
ear at Atlantic City collided with an:
automobile and Mrs. Charles H. Lae '
was killed. Her husband and tae
chauffeur were painfully Injured. i
On the occasion of the annual
CuWes regatta Great Brit: in's home
• fleet paraded before the .. ng anu
queen on the Solone. It was made
up of 200 ships of war and formed
a floatlng steel city with a papule-
tion of 35,000 °Meets and men. For
- 11" miles up and down elle king Mid*
queen steamed between steel wal:s.
All trainmen on the Colorado and
-Southern fairway w ho beOng to the
erutherhooel have been (ailed out on
a strike on account of the failure to
settle the strike of the Denver-
ewItchnon, which has been In pro-
gress for two weeks. The ral:way
company hes appealed to the govera-
menr to intervene.
Affairs con-' nrie quirt in Central
America. This is the purport of a die-
patch rerelved at AV navy depart-
ment from Commander :Cove, of the.
cree‘er-71117aukee, now at La lation,
Sairador. to which place he Was rent
for the protection of American inter-
mits
• A law just passed by the Spanish
cottez and appreved b King Alfonso
111-laies ettolt -,:en  br -112-0.--114211- pay-.-eseate-ealle4-toeria-meselsnises.
note of a debt to the United States elation. you old nigger. didn't ycu
acknowledged In a reinvention enter-see that train coming'" -
ed Into between the twe cuntries. "Yassuh."
Yebrim:y 17. Ie.:4 "Yen saw It coming, and delther-
It is expected that Goternor Beck- Italy (trove upon the trtick? What
ham will. cm next Tnieday: appoint made y cu do such a crazy thing "
a special judge to preede in the trial "Well you see, Marse George,':
of Caleb Powers. explained that bewildered individual.
Augustus kit. Cremiens, cue of reeeecretching his gray wool, "All
---meitt-famens-seniphera-trrette-tenrile-ehehalen-Yekett-den -sec iete
who had fashioned figures of many ka idge, dey d stop. — Saturday
great men, died at les home in Car- Evening Post.
Dish, N. H., after a long Eibess.
Vice-President Fairbanks was the Regular Patnet.- -
guest of honor at a luncheon given: -Hello, liumnite, I liver your vraich
by the Lincoln. Neb., Commercial has been stolen'!"
cline !.
"Yen, but the Co'cf I is alreed)
'been ariested. Only farm'. the .stup1.1
liENRY MANIMEN, Thf:iowerewkas itat
mine, and the thief h J locked up."
c'llegende BatTei:REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KICN1TeKY.
hook Binding, Bank Work, Legs
and Library Work specialty.
How a woman hates the man who





Your salary, wages, fees,
a public reception.
Governor Swanson, of Virgtnia, Is
ready-to call the gener assembly in
special session, to ametid e collet:-
tut:on In reference to fixing ilroad
rate charges.
Booker T. Washington was t
eentral figure of attraction at the
eelebraeon of Negro industrial day
at the Jamestown exposition.
The ilajesty of the
Etery one who has lived south
'maws that peculiar brand of loyalty
among old servants that expresses
Itself in a profound conViction that
their family is the "lust family."
Consequently, every southern town
and city is still full of "rust faint-
flee." Ithe tiresome "legwork" necessary to One-Of his beat known hoaxes was the'This platicular "lust faintly" was
making its annual pilgrimage to the
White Sulphur Springs. the great
coach laden with children and trunks,
as well as the mistress, with. her
nearest and dearest relatives.
Old Sitmen mindful of the glory of
hl s house and filled with the all-
powerful dignity of an old retainer,
drove the fat coach horses and ad-
monished his Mall charges; who,
wcaged ..n beside him on the box,
crowded him to desperation.
. His master- rode on horseback a
little &genre behind the coach, and.
ae they approached-a-rottrord-trross-
ing, was moon:Abed to see Simon
erive calmly before a passing train,
which hurled the coach one, way.
horses another, and family and
tFunks in all direCtions. Galloping
under A(FAKESfrotu,
People in the Moon and
Atlantic Air..ihip.
Milan allti Perkereburn Liars Were
gfirszrtrti) Aroused Public
Sentiment.
,LITTLE GIRL •IN A BALLOON.
PADuci 11 EVENING SUN.
matter in what
mike your income real hes you—should not entirely "teitierya you.
IN. alert to "piere it our", to eetend it. For that Is
namely "making the Imre of h.
es.
EYTF:NSI0Ne IRKIlleT1-" et purely a fictitious
name for a tery real and very metive C4114•01 Of people in this city.- lfr
THE PEOPLI: WH0 Cele THE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING Col.-
Calais; 010 THE SUN.
-
Some theee "income reten•lereo- asp the classified ride. for
eecuring better employment, uith higher vaages. Some of
them ueensl in hooting private pripite fur otherwiee etenings_
501114. secure tenants, hinge-tiers n 're buyer.' for the 6-44184•11
thing,. In the house.
ff you will Innk over the cinesitied column.' of THE SUN today
tau will n hint of the sort or ',coo, who believe in "income
exteeteinn" nnd ,how they go about the matter,
If You Want
a "New Interes,t in Life,"





Once upon a time there was abso-
lute peace 'n- the newspaper wcrld of
America. That was when there was
only one paper in Boston and not an-
other on the continent. , When the
second journal was started in Boston
an editorial-war was immediately pre.
elp4tate-4 As long as personal jour-
nalism prevailed the rivalry among
newspapers took the form of editorial
abuse of the enemybut when the
modern newspaper came into being
the battleground was removed from
the editorial page to the news col-
umns and the circulation statement.
The deliberate newspaper hoax was
born of the bitter fight between news-
oven, of one clam and another In
the old days. The international
"fake," as a wholly untrue or grossly
exaggerated news item Is called in
-----
similar incidents are told of trieksilinebered his Winchester and punc-
le .- eiei ele eey.e 1`. a '' " ,
worked be newspaper@ of today to tured ona balloon at a Gene, letting
trail a Pirate sheet, !the girl gradually and gently down
Whet' Hortum Greeley's New York Into the waiting boat.
I
Tribune was young and good -copy"! Capt. Honeybrain is the name ore
was hard to get, its distinguished edi- i myt-hical scientist in Virginia, the ac-
tor sought to cater to the literaryiceunt ofiernose ipventions have more
itastes of his readers by publishing than once caused te mail of te Rich-t he t serially Mr. Dickens' novel "Barnaby
1
Budge." This was all well enough
exeept that Robert Bonner had been
put to great expense to get "Burnaby
Budge" for the New York Ledger,
then the leading weekly story paper
oh the Country. The Ledger, like all
weekly magazines, was dated three or
four days ahead, a copy dated Satur-
day being on sale the preceding Wed-
nesday. Mr. Greeley 's paper published
the weekly Installment of the novel
on Thurscleys. Mr. Bonner -lohdly ob-
jected. Mr. Greeley's paper calmly
replied that Mr. Bonner's charges
were absurd, for was not the -story
published in the Tribune of date two
days earlier than that of the Ledger?
Instead of the Tribune being guilty
of theft, the Ledger was plainly the
offender. Whefeupon Mr. Bonner
wrote a "fakele-Chapter of "Barnaby
Rudge," In which he turned charac-
ters upside down and knocked the
plot galley-west. The Ledger faith-
fully reprinted it. Then the Ledger
exposed the steal and the Tribune
was "caught with the goods.'
Hoaxes of latter-day journalism as
dietinguished from the ordinary news
fake of commerce, have been gotten
up merely for fun. The most prolific
sourer of "whoppers" for twenty
years was Joe Mulhattou. a commer-
cial traveler In tfie middle west until
a few years ago. Mulhatton gloriednewspaper slang, was born of the de- in the reputation of being the biggestsire to keep up with the demand for liar in the world, and he would go tonews, and at the saw time escape any Weld to save that reputation.
End it. says Frederic J. Riskin In the working monkey story.Memphis Commercial-Appeal.
Richard A. Locke wrote the first
great newspaper hoax for the New
York Sun. It appeared on January
let, 1835. The artiele purported to
be taken from the supplement to the
Edinburg Philosophical Journal. it
deecribed a wonderful telescope
Which had been invented by the emi-
nent astronomer. Sir John Herschel,
and set forth that Ste John had taken
hit teleseope to the Calve of Good
Hope and there leveled it on the
Moon. The inhabitants of the moon
were plainly to be seen, being half
way befween a man and an orang-
outang, and having wings like a bat.
The article was replete with technical
phrases and had the steam of selenti-
Ceetyle_
Next day ttie staid Sixpenny Press
swallowed the bait, hook and all
One editor declared that he also had one Minnesota country correspondent on a one-night theatrical treat whenreceived dispatches telling of Sir that he was induced to go to the city there were poor and hungry peopleJohn's great discoveries in the moon and enter the field of fiction, lie has in the town. So they took the sixwhich would be given to -the public, been writing very successful stories dollars and sent it to a poor familyas soon as poisIble. The editor of -From the Tall Timber," signed "The whom we may term the Smiths.the Albany' Advertiser declared he 1r " The Parkersburt"Whereupon the Sdnitks." con-
mond Times-Bispatch to overflow.
They are written by a country gentle-
man who does not give his name. A
specimen Is the 8oletnn announcement
of Capt. Honeybrain's beefsteak plant
The great scientist found that tema-
toe* growing in certain soil had a
very meaty taste. He resolved to in-
vestigateeit. Taking the, tomato and
the egg plant as the basis of his ex-
periment, he worked through a term
ot years, hybrydizing, fertilizing, till-
ing, until at last the beefsteak plant
had been created, Not only did the
fruit have the exact taste of beet, but
it resembled it In texture and was
chemically the exact counterpart Of
the flesh of cattle. fly varying slight-
ly the methods of cutlure he could
produce porterhouse, sirloin, repund
or any sort of steak t Armour's or
Swift's plant could out. Hun-
dreds of people to inquire
about this wonder( able
The Li
The most em al gelen-
este are unani cluster
that the genera Ration
of human life s below
the attainment the ad-
vanced know tette, the race
Is now possessed. al period,
that determines its daion, denim
to be between 50 and 
t 
-the prop-
er care of the body duAng this de-
cade cannot be too strongly urged,
cere:essness then being fatal to lon-
gevity. Nature's best helper after 50
Is Electric Ifittere, the scientific tonic
medicine that revitalizes every or-
gan of the body. Guaranteed by al!
druggists. 5c.
lie declared that James Guthrie, a
prominent farmer of Shelbyville, Ky.
had solved the labor problem by put
ting monkeys to work breaking _hemp
Mr. Guthrie had been in Afriea,where
he found i family of monkeys in
which the imitative faculty was Ittgth-
12. developed They were strong and
healthy and Mr. Guthrie brought sev-
eral of them back to Kentucky, It
was necessary only to show the mon-
key how to break hemp, and he would
immediately imitate the process and
keep up the work until forced to atop.
There was no loafing on the job, no
talking or stnokine --the monkeys
tere much superior to men. The
country credited the story an Mr
Guthrie received many letters front
e who wanted Informition about
how to get some of the navel workers.
Vicarious Charity,
During Mark Twain 's stay in Eng-
land, where he went to receive a
doctor's degree at Oxford, the &re-
nts/I have been bubbling with laugh-
ter over a host of entertaining stories
In regard to the great humorist.
Among those which seemed the
very funniest was one told by Mark
Twain In regard to the appearance of
Sarah Bernhardt at Hartford at a
time wheo he was a citizen of that
therm ,
Theater tickets were three dollars
apiece, and a widow and her daugh
ter, delightful and kind-hearted folk
DeighbOrs of Mark Twain, were keel'.
ly desirous of seeing the great French
actress. but but feared that it was
So fanciful were the creations of not quite right to spend six dollars
read "with um-peakable emcnions of Liao, in West Virginia, and the Milanpleasure and astonishment" of the Liar In Tennessee, a few years agoHerschel discoveries In an Edinburg created greet consternation amongscientific journaJ. The hoax deceived the people of their own home townsmay, men of science and was quite
generally accepted by the multitude.
until it was exposed by the pestifer-
ous JfibilFs-MrAiii-2 - Bennett, of the
Herald.
- Nino years later Edgar Allen Poe
was employed on the staff of the New
York Sun, and he was responsible for-
the second great, hoax in that paper.
It appeared one morning under start-
ling headlines. "Astounding News by
Express by Norfolk! The Atlantic
Every impel- in the country had a
story lof a murder or suicide or some
other tragedy each day which had
happened in Parkersburg or Milan.
The Parkessburg matt was induced to
quit by public sentiment, while the
angry citizens of Milan forced their
famous liar to leave town.
A young rnan of a prominent raw
fly in a eel- on thteGhin left sehoce
and went into the newspaper business
His name was Jake. There was a
(rested in Three Days! signal Tri- hardened gang of fakers doing pollee
iimph of Mr. Monek Mason's Flying news at that time. and they had a
Machine- the article told of the large organization of lawyers and
adventures of Mr. Mason and seven physicians who Would "stand for" the
others who'set out from England In fakes. They recognized in Jacob a
the steering balloon "Victoria" and
safely tereerel over to Virginia in sev-
enty-I five hours. This story was alio
generally be I I eved-loretine prrtatte, 'hilt
the other newspapers had begun to
fear the inventive genius of the Sun
• iff, and they did, not bite.
The deliberate setting of a trap to
,ech another paper stealing news Is
a legacy from the sedate Sixpenny recouree t some facts. His father
Press, and was used before Mr. Ben- had, been , a confederate soldier, a
nett "corrupted and reformed" the Texas Ranger. He had heard the war
journalism of the states. The ship Etorles over and over again. So be
Ajax was .me from Europe. The wrote the story of a man who fell in
Courier printed a postscript annoenc-
Mg thmerrrival,of the ship and giving
summary of the nevi's of Europe
which she had brought over. A few
copies of this paper were left on the
doorsteps in the neighborhood of the
rival Jonrnal office. Then the regular
eeitien of the Courier was prihtecn
witlinut the Ajax news. The Journal
found theapapere, suspected nothinge--.1
and printedin large display the- sup-
ler el transatlantic news received be




We have a leather case
containing knife, fork
and spoon which twenties
so little spice it can be
carried in the vest
pocket. Would make a
nice present for one
going on trip. Call and
let us show it to yku.
McIllEIIS ON'S
-nruesari.
promising youth with a liveLy imagi-
nation, and after teaching him the.
rudiments of the ethics of the game,
as they played,it..tbey set him to in-
venting stories while they amused
themselves.
Jake did nobly for a week or two.
Then his young imagination began to
rive down tj.ader the strain. He had
a faint on the street and was taken
to a doctor's office. The doctor found
what there was a foreign substance
pressing on the man's heart.' He cut
In. fo.und it was a bullet, todk It out
and the man revived. The story then
told how the bullet which was the
cauge of Men trouble had been shot
into his side by,a federal gun in some
civil war battle, when the old man
was servIni with the Texas Ranger.
Jake wrote it for his paper, and the
other morning paper used it, too, ac-
cording to agreement. When the
afterainaverewsweersweett irrouud next
morning the doctor, 4 wise one, gave
'MOM additional details.
Jake went home and next day his
fathere-a--emeeeti heeler -of--great age,
was much excited. "demob," he said,
"did yen see the article in the papers
about the old ranger?" Jake Ton-
reseed that he ' had glaneed at it
'Jacob." continued the old gentle-
man, "Jacob, I knew him well. I,was
standing by his side when he was
shot. I am going down to the doc-
tor's house to see him." The son
persuaded the father nokto go, brit It
was Jake's last fake.
Sometimes a news taker wastes the
material for a Poe or Verne story In
a short paragraph. For instance, the
Texas balloon tale, A little girl at
Galveston celebration caught hold of
the strrnize of a large bundle of toy
balloons The peddler let go. and Is
her weight was so much less than his,
they-went up in the sir, carrying tke
child. The crowd eetieto her to
memaidesi—eratenree nfew -thee
ertammtmeeeetenag
their boat, rowed out ender the hal
 loons, keeping up With the wind
eludes the story, "took the money and
bought tickets to see Brush Bern-
hardt."
eTwould Do Terrible!
-PA =41 ever any--Wtor happens to me,
41adwyn, profiler me thnt you will
lever think' of ;zaftig on the stage.




What Is more delightfully re-
freshing or more suggestive of
freshness than the true odor of
some fragrant flower? Our stock
of tine perfumes IS a #ource of
real pleasure to any One who ap-
preciates the refinement which















Yule; get handsome, well
ajtmlilrited carriages
when I serve you. We
give proud, personal at-
tentiOn at all times





We are ready for all hinds •f hauling.
MINIM 499
SWIM/ +81111/81111/
iffel. NV. klettterjob eat ( tittreiressr-
Reeldence Phone 1221. leeeleeee Prone- LA; r 4.
PADUCAH PAVING CO.
CONTRACTORS
iranitoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
Steps and Buttrosses.
Anything in cement construction we do it Estimates furnished.
Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113.e.
 1/111111111MIIIMMI




House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
133.134 N. Fourth t. Phones 787
We Use the King of All
.Bosorn Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second- -The button holes or +dial holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like now, and
the 'lump" so often seen is
,No other like it in West Kentucky, SatiSfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY




If yon don't have a rainy .4ay. E!ickness, trouble—
you can't tell jnst what will happen.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
ant 
You won't miss a little out of each week's earn-
ings._ Figure-out jnot how much you can spare.
Open an secount with us -and protect yourself





W P. Prieto', R. Rudy, P. Puryear.
Prualdent, Gaivelere. Aare-tent Ceuthiene
CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK
lncoroorist•il
Capital e  •-• • ••••••• Iron ...a rt• • • IMO 11 00 •nee
Surplus .• • • 50.0011
Modtholders liability . • e   em• .. 100,000
Total security to deposil On • $250,0011




Interest Paid'on Time Deposits 
OPEN EIATURDAT MORT._ FRO14.7 TO IL
Thirdand Broadway
1
of which are necking god money for
their owners. Tilt., ilitt tint) get a
tainati:e o.1, eo:th tents a -gal-
lon. but aft( r is eetraceon proluce
a meal front le rut! that is neei•
into cakes awl • xpeited te all
niarkets of the N..e.-1d. This nee! Is
one of the fito s' .11, neer nutritious
::elett- tor feuding aromals.
Even tht hulls i s•cil are ,elued
for fattening caele. end !sting a
re,ted pi it; .--VSuslengton let..reed.
- —  
Atf.."1 I .1. leerpont Mor-
e-in , esone e:s iincisinitil dutiable
is ges; stores at
New Yetis_ it itill be uttered at ;wee
NEW -STAIC_HOTEL
METIBIPOLIM. ILL.
D. A. Batley. prop,
tP sowcat d best hotel in the city.
Rates fr.,:.1111. Two large sample
tflOtfle. Bath ream's. Electric- Lights.




Round trip excursion rates,
front Peducala to Clneinnat I.
el, Loeb. and Memphis, whit h
Sr.' as follows:
Perim-ail to Cincinnati and
St_ Lerrie  e 7 50
%t em Oils  7.50
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Ras many aches and piallis caused by
weaknesses and falling, oruther displace-
ment, of the pelvic organs_ Other symp-
toms of female weakness are freeiens
heetiaehe, dieztuesie, imaginary ept•ele. or
dark spots floating betas. the eyes, gnaw-
ing sensation in stomach: dragging or
bearing down In lower abdominal or pelvic
region, disagmeable drains from pelvic
organs, faint spells with general weakness(
II any considerable number of the above
symptom, are present there is no remedy
w lye quicker relief or a more per-
inea than Dr. Pierce's Favorite
this a record of over forty
years of csJt..potent
made
of e g rceric extracts o wed fel
nil roots found in our 1 and con-
tains not a drop of alcohol or armful, or
habit-forming drugs. Its ingredients are
all printed on the. hetet-wrapper and at-
tested under oath so correct..
Every Ingredit.sa tintersug into "Fe-
vorite Pres.cription" has the written en-
dorsement of the inu..4 (milts-Mt medical
writers of all the SeVeral sclitees of pr-
the -more valuably than any amount, of
non-professional testimoulais -though the
latter are not lacking, Loving been eon-
tributed voluntarily by grateful patients
In numbers to exceed the endormesents
given te any other medicine extant lore
the cure of woman's ills.
You cannot afford te accept any'medielne
of unknown composition leis substitute
for this well proven reinsedy OF Vetere
costroerrent, even though the dealer may
make a little moire profit thereby. Your
interest in regaining health is paramount
to any seltsh interest of his and It is an
Insult to your Intelligence for kin+ to try
to palm off upon you a stilettitute. You
know what you want and it 1s hie bud-
nose to supply the article celled for.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
original "Little Liver Pills" tir.tt pit up
by old Dr. Pierce over forty years ago,
much imitated but never equaled. Little
sugar-coated granules-essay to take as
candle.
The Straw Story of the Ten Stick
Island.
It was stated in parliament the
*thee day that the New Hebrides be-
Jong to nobody.
Presumably, this curious state-
ment meant, if it meant anything,
that the islaude belong to the New
liebridelies themselves.
But even thte is not 'quite true.
For althougt theeFreneh and British
high eornmissloners, while expressly
(Reclaiming ownership, galenist, a
joint control over the group by virtue
of the Anglo-Franco convention of
October, 1906, yet there is neverthe-
less one small ixiand, which belongs
outright to Great Britain----which is
as much British soil .as is, say, the
'hie of Wight.
It is situated In Southwest Bay,
Nalekula, in of considerable height,
although only a few hundred yards
In circumference, and the story of ,its
acquisition is an amusing one.
Southwest Ba) has always been
considered the beat • place in the
Islands for target practice' by the
man-of-war patrolling the greup, and
this small islet was need as a target
so freqiiently that it seemed in dan-
ger of teeing gradual!) shot away.
;The chief who owned it protested
and wanted compensation. The cap-
tain of the man-of-war, who under-
Mood New 'Hebridean nateree knew
that these claims would be a cease-
less source of blackmail unmet; they,
were settlecl once for all; so he
bought the island outright for the
British crown, paying ten sticks o:
tobacco for R. and every one was
satielled.. The place, since then, has
Always been known as "Ten Stick
Island.- and .is undoubtedly the
smallest isolated bit of Britain ex-
istent. upon the face of the globete-
Pearson's Weekly.
You cannot attain purity by any
pro'-- of polishing.
STAN MILLE. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINE.
• Ilhaserttla and Paducah Packets
(Incorporated)
(DaLy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John II
Hopitns, leave Paducah for Evan,
title and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now In ef
feet from Paducah to Evanter,lie and
return, 14.(.0. Elegant mu sie on the
10at. Tabl- unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
Leaves Pal ucah for Cssiro and wa
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex
lept Sunday. Special excurzion retell
now in effect from Paducah to Cairc
and return, with or wiraout meals
and room. Good music and table an-
Surpassed.
For farther itiformation apply ts
I A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, ot
Given Fow:ar, City Pane Agent, at
Towler-Crumbaugh & Co's. OEM
Both phones No. 81.
ITT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE




Leaves Petite-eh for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m,
A. W. WRIGHT.... ....... Master
EUGENE HORINS()N Clerk'
This company is not responsible
tor layeleascharg.est matte& coalesced iige
-the elerk..lot. Wankel. •
Special excurelon rattle, from Pridu-





Story of Amrricas Life Novelized From the Plai by
iRTHUR HORNBLOW.
COPYRIGHT, i906 BY G Diet INGHAM COMPANY.
ana-
(('ontiuued from last issue.)
(11.11'TER VI.
Nitivrif had lesseesl since the
memorable meeting of the di•
rectors of the southern and
l'ratiatenaluental railroad In
New York, and Maims that time ne-
ther John Burkett Ryder nor Judge
Rosstnore had been' idle. The former
had immediately set hi motion ebe muse
ehinery be controlled In the legislature_
at %a ashIngtoa, while the Judge ueg-
ite-ted no step to vindit•ate himself be-
titre the palette "
Ryder fur reasons of his own -prob-
ably bet-muse he wished to make the
blow the more crushing when it did
fall • had insetted on the pmeeedinge
ut the board eseetins: being kept a pre-
found secret, Red some time elapeed
before the newepapere got wind ef the
eututues essugrateenessal lauttley,- Ner oesso
Mel Ludeevesi the stories about Judge
Itosestione but now that a quasi °Inlet
seal bad been set on the current fem-
ale there Was a howl of virtuous in-
dignation from the Journalistic tunek
rakers. What was the country coming
to? they cried in doable leaded type.
After the embezzling by Ilfe insurance
efficers, the rascality of the railroads.
tbalietelng of rity treasuries, the greed
of the trusts, the grafting of the legite
Inters, had arisen a new and more
!meioses scandal, the corruption of the
Judiciary. The last bulwark of the
nation had falleu. The country lay
helpless at the mercy of legalized
sautibaggera. Even the Ridges were
no lancer to be trusted. The mce:t re
sperted one am .ng thorn all bad been
!Melee to resist the tempter. The su-
preme cdurt, the living voice of the
constItutiou, was lenseycombed with
graft. Public life was rotten to the
cure:
Neither the newspapers tier the pub-
lic stopped to. ascertain the truth or
the fidelity of the charges against Judge
Ruessuore. It was sufficient that the
bribery :elms furnished the dully sen-
sation which newspaper editors and
newstieper readers; must have. The
world Is ever snore prompt to believe
ill rather than seed of a mae, and no
one. except its Itoessuore's Immediate
circle of frienda. entertained the slight-
est doubt of his guilt. It was common
knowledge that time "big intermits"
were behind the proceedings, and that
Judge Rossmore was a seapegest, sac-
rini ed by the"syxteni bet•ause he had
been blocking their game. If, Ross-
more had really accepted the bribe.
and few-now believed him ppotiess, he
deserved all that 101110 cowing to hlus.
Senator teeters.' was very active in
Washington preparing the case against
Judge Rossinore. The latter being of
the party which was In the minority.
and "the tnteretrer coutrotthrie srms-
Jority in the house, it wens foregene
conclusion that the inquiry would be
against him, sod that•o demsiud would
at once he made upon the senate fur
his impeachment.
Almost prostrated by the misfortune
which had so suddenly and unexpect-
edly come upon him. Judge Itossinore
was like a man demented. Ills realms
seemed to te tottnring, he spoke and
acted Like a nian in a dream. Natural-
ly he was entirely incapacitated for
work, and he had applied to Waxbills:-
ton to be temporarily relieved from his
judicial dritielt. Ile was Instantly
granted a leave of absence and went
at once to his home in eladison ave-
nue, where he shut himself up in his
library, sitting for hones at his desk
wrestling with documents and legal
tomes in a pathetic endeavor to find
some way cult, trying to elude this net
in which unseen hands had entangled
hint.
What an end to his career: To have
struggled awl achieved for half a cep-
tury, to have befit up a reputation
year by year, as a man builds a house
brick by brick, only to see the whole
rrinuble to kis feet like dust' ,To have
gained the respect of the country. to
have- made a same as the most besot,
tuptible-of MAIM servants, autl now to •
Is' bratift us a confirms.' bribe taker:
timid he-re. dreaming? It was too in-
teedifelel What-woted- irteedatiektet
sey-bis Shirley? AU. the thought of
the expression of incredulity and won-
der on her face when she beard the
news cat him to the heart like a knife
thrust. Yet, he mused, her very un-
willingueet to beilketelt should really
be his consolation. Ale his wife and
his child-they knew he bad been In
irocent of wrongdoing. The very lien
was ridiculous. 'At most he had been
-'airless. Yet be -mew certainly
blame. He ought to have seen the
trap so ca-efully prepared and Into
which he had walked as if blindfolded.
That extra $50.000 worth of atock;-on
which he had never received a cent in-
terest, had been the -decoy in a care-
fully thought out plot. Tbey:tbe plot-
tire well knew how Ignorant he was
at tinaucial matters, and be had bean
an easy victim. Who would believe
ells story that the stock haul been sent
to him with a plitneibly worded letter
tollieellteTt (lint it represented it bonus
.11 his own Investment? Now he came
to think of 'it, calmly and miasmal.,
be would.uot believe it himself. As
;isual, he had mislaid or destroyed the
secretary's letter, and there Was only
Ms word against the company's books
to substantiate what would appear n
utmost improbable If net impossible oc-.
eurretteme. ses _
Tr co, his coevIctron of BLit' Ann gdod
faith that made hie pregen: dilemma
fit the mote cruel. Had be really !sees)
VIP $8.00 . Leave, Paducah evert a stUter, had. be raa117 taken. the
eduesiai at 4 a. as A Lq11.4.`, ril• sm0uid kol Care tal
much, for then he would have fore-
seen and discounted the chances of ex-
pueure. Yes, there was no doubt pos-
sible, lie was the %halm of a con-
spiracy; there was an organized plot
ruin him, to get him out of the way.
The "interests" feared him, resented
his judicial decIsious., and they lnel
halted at nothing to aceotuplish their
purpose. How could he fight  them
ck.iibit ;maid be do to protect him
self? He had no proofs of a con-
spiracy; his enemies worked in tbe
dark; there was no way in whirls lee
cenid reach them or know who they
were
He thought of John Burkett Ryder.
Ali. he -remembered niatV! Weler was
the man who had reemnmended the
Investment In Attest:an stock. Of
course. Why did ite not think of It be-
fore? elle recollected that at the time
he had Neel 'muted itt ret.t.iviug so
sleet. and he menti,neal it
to Ryder, adding that the secretary had
told elm it was customary. Oh, why
had he nut kept the secretary's: letter?
Rut Ryder would certainly- resnetuber
it. lie prebably still hati his two let-
ters in which he spoke of nlelting the
41:Vestment If those letters coakl be
/traduced st the -cougressional inquiry
they would eiteir bim att once, sd, kerne
nu ; time mei tilled with reitewel hope,
be wrote to the Colossus a strong, Man-
ly letter. which would have uieltel an
Iceberg, urging Mr. Ryder to come for-
ward now at this critic-al time and
clear him of this abomiliable chaege.
or in auy ease to kindly return the
two letters he mut have In bit pare
.seseion. as' they- would go far to help
him at th-, trial. Three data ',reused
and no reply from Ryilef. On the
fourth vane. a polite but frigid note
from Mr. Ityder's privete tel•retary.
Mr. Ryder bail reepteee' jeer. nee,
tilore'S letter and in reefy begg ..1 to
state that he had a vionia
of twins uoliversation with the lunge
In rogard to Investment's. hut he olle
•,t ihink he iii tervis 41 the purebase
of any particulnr stock, as that was
seinething be never did on principle,
even eith his must Intimate friends.
Ile had no to he held meoutitable
lu case of lose, etc. .tts to tire letter
welelt .1441814. 1.1.0a011143re mentioned as
having written to Mr. ItYder It researd
to hating reeritell More stock thee he
had bettght, of that Mr. Its der bad no
recollection whatt•ver. Judge Rees-
man.° was probably mietnken as to the
itleatity of lilt eornespenaent, lie re-
gretted he could not be of more service
to 414,41110- Iteesesore and- remeined hie
very obedient per-vent.
It was very evident that no help was
to be looked for in that qtuirter. There
was eveu decided beetling in Ryder's
rantry. Could ;the true that the finan-
cier wns really behind there attacks
upon his character? Was itposeible that
one man, merely to make more money,
would deliberately ruin his fellow man
Arhoiso fount beJms5i gcaspoa in felon&
ship? Be bad been unwilliug to be-
lieve It when his friend el-Judge Stott
bad pointed to Ryder as the author of
all his tniefertunee bitt this unsym-
pathetic letter, with its faleehoods, its
Iles, plainly written all over Its face,
was proof enough. Yes, there was
now no doubt possityle. John. Burkett
Ryder was his enemy, and what an
enemy: Many a wan bad committed
suicide when be had lucurred the en-
mity of the Colossus, Judge Rosemore.
completely discouraged, bowed his
head to the inevitable, but be sent for
his old friend es-Judge Stott.
They were lifelong friends, having
become acquainted nearly thirty years
ago at the law school, at the time




We take pleasure In nnnounc-
ing that we now have Oenateired
Alceshol for our trade. It Is to
be used for burning purposes
onli, as nearly every one now
knows, but for Use lj the arts
and mechanics it. is the most
economical and Satisfactory fue
known.
enter on a public care. Lo
was iteerimore's junior, had begun as a
lawyer lu New York and mon acquired
to reputatioti in criminati 'machete He
aftt,rwarti bectuue assistant district
attorney and later, when a. vacancy oc-
curred in the city MagIstraturr., he was
successful In securing the appointment.
On the bench he aguin suet his old
friethl Romation., _and the two men
once more became closely' intimate
The reguter court hours, however, won
palled on a man of Judge Stott's nerv-
ous temperameut, anti Wives not long
before be retired to take up once more
Ma criminal practice. He was still a
young 1111111, 110t yet fifty, and full of
vigor anti tight. 'He had a blunt man-
ner, but his heart was In the right
place, and he haul a re -turd as clean as
his close shaven face. He wee a bard
worker, a brilliant 'speaker and one of
the eleverest cross examiners at the
bar. T1110 us us the man to whom Judie.
Itesonatire naturally turned for legal
seeletauce.
Stott was out west us lu It he first
heard of the proceedlugs against his
old friend, and this indignity put upon
the only really honest man in . rmbille
-11(e whom be knew, so incensed him
that he was _already hurrying back to
his aid when the summons reached
hins.
Meantime a fresh and more Serious
calamity hail overwhelmed Judge
Roes/nom. Every thing seemed to com-
bine to break the spirit of this man
wh6 had dared defy the 'rower of or-
ganized capital. Hardly had the news
of the congreseional inquiry Iteeu
mode inside.. than the financial world
was startled by an extraitrdituiry
slump In Willi street. There WPM noth-
ing in the news of the day to }tesiity
a decline. but privets fell and fell. The
hearts had It all their Hen way, the big
Internists hammered stix.ks all along
thelineeecoepers" eve.40101y being the
oideet of attack. The Itlattet clored
feverishly, and theetext day the same
tactics wen. pursued. Fermi the open-
ing. on selling orders veining from no
one kuew where, prices fell to nothing,
S etampede fellowed. and before long
It lee-nine a panic.
_
(To Ise continued in next issue.)
.tn Attenesiible .tmentlissent.
Champ Clark, tic( orcEng to an ex-
change, Is an admirer of former Con-
gressman Johnson of Indiana. .11e
tells this story to illustrate John-
son's skill in debate and parliamen-
tary procedure:
"Former Congressman Johnson, of
Indiana, in debate called an 'Illinois
congressnian an ass. This was tin-
parliamentary and lied to be with-
drawn.
"Mr. Johnson said: "I withdraw
the language, Mr. Speaker. but I In-
sist that the gentian's!. from Illinois
is out -of order."
"How am I out cif order?" yelled
the man from . Illinois.
'"ProbablY a veterinary surgeon
could tell you,' retorted Johnson.
"This was admesible on the rec-
ords"
- Endorsed Illy the County.
"The most poputar remedy in 01-
-sego county, and the best friend of
me family," writes Win. m. Diets, ed-
itor and publisher of the Otsego
Journal, Glibertsylile, N. Y., "Is Dr.
King's New Discover). It has proved
to be an infallible cure for cougils
arid co:ds, making short work orThe
worst of them. We always keep a 'poe-
tic. in the house. I believe It to be
the • most valuable prescription
known for Luncand Throat diseas-
es." Guaranteed to never disappoint
the taker. Sold by all druggists.
Price :eh. andi, $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
lellina Nothing.
Old t;ent Mainfullyi-Ughl Oli! I
will have the law on the owner of this
Icy sidewalk. You saw me "fall," boy?
ShreweYoutb Not on yer life I
didn't. My oid gent owns stet melee alk.
-Leslie's- Weekly.
Wv. it TtO"t L floiSttTd
PlamiC flushad With the soft
elow of 11.•:i It h lind A pure complexiow,
women heautitul. Take --a
.,r itertnne after emelt meal;
s whir pie eet eitiistiptitkin and, Kelp
digest whit you Iri.ire eaten. Mrs. Wm.
M. Stroud Midlothian, Tex., • wrests%
May al. I •• W P have iseed 11er-
44me In ottr fsinfly frre-ehrht year+. and
tetrad r heat tnediel tie We ever
umel for • milnes fever and
majarnt.'• sold by  .1. it. Ontilsehlaeger,
hang Sun,. and (f. 4W). Ripley.
Timonthy Hay.
Prof. Patterson. of the Maryland
tural Station, who made tests
tot drtermine the digestiblilty of
rods, is authority for the claim that
tlmonthy hay' Is less digestible
horses than by cattle. This will, no
doubt, be a surprise to "Manes as IC
has heretofore been supposed that
as a food for horses timothy hay was
More suitable than any other. Tim-
othy hay is seldom used for cattle,
clover hying fed to them in prefer-
ence.
also burns without any of its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
Both Phones 756.
150 pt. and bottle; EC rebate
for bottle.
• 25c I pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
36c 2 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
for bottle.
S. IL WiNSTIAD
Primal Unica • sa fi'epioas Orders.
Seventh and Broadway,
"Everybody Alstinist. Know"
says C. G. Hays, it prominent -business
man of Bluff, Mo , that Biteklen's M-
ales. Solve it the quickest and surest
bean* salve ever applied to a sore,
burn or wound, or to a cam of piles.
l'te Used it- and know•what PM talk-
rig afiintt.e'llnaraftftrnir hy ITT drug-
gists. .
A ma must take tu spoon gives.
--tier in a
ARAB













'town as the Up-to-Date Business Schools
POSITIONS SECCRieD or tIONEY REFUNDED s
Tau. FREE MAIL keeping,-my A COVILNE IN B ook• jness English, or illustratine by MAILBank to rive persons in each
S Lao rt It and , 'attend a business college, wilt; will at mica
I., Si Telegraphy, Letter chit and send this notlee (mentioning (Ws
Witting, Law. Itutritanteal Drawing, Dual- ' peter) to Drittig non's Practical Bus. College -
Oft , 314 ht80ADW.t1";
or Evitissi ille„ Mellow his Or St. Louis.
stud Illortwcan 1,5( its. s t1/111 n - tutu.
&SES t (,y1114 111g I hi 1 his
cattion.
FIVE HUNDRED MEN STARTING
Tangier, Aug. G.-- Up to noon no
furthee, adviees had been received
(tom Casablanra. The arrive' then
of the Freneh rruieer Galilee tart
Wednesday-made a good impression
hut the Europeans were still' greeds
recited as 2.000 Aram horeemeti were
in sighe of the tits'.
The commander of the Galilee it
fered to bombard the town, but
foreign consuls prevented this mi
tion. All foreign businesa house
and thus banks are closed and
nese is at a standstill. The its
cruiser El its with the Mellen minee
aboard, bus Arrived at Caetablanca.
l'uttal Moroccan IYArtlakett.
Paris, Aug. 6.--The governmeut
received today through the French
charge d'affalres at. Tangier the ex-
cuses of the Moroecate government
hoard. for the ,troebles. ac,Casablance
and its usUal assurance that order
have been given to the governors of
the various ports, thet they will be
held responsible for the security of
foreigners. But these platoule assur-
ances will not affect the program Abe
governmesa Is elaborating with
Spain,
-----
NM Men tor Morocco.
Madrid, Aug. 6. At a five lime
melon of the cabinet today I)
France-Spanish action in Moro.
and a note to the powers were tits
cussed. At the close of the meeting
General Primo Riven), the 'over min-
ister, annouuced that the Spanhai
contingent to Morocco could not
exceed Wen) mete
- DON'T HY NIA SC
And loge all no, rest when heip Is
within rea. h il hine will tnalt, that
liver perform its dullest properly. J. H.
Vaughn. writes: "Being a
constant suer. r r from corsatipstion anti
a disordered II% er. I have found II. r-
bine to he the hest medicine. ur he.,
'troubles, on the ntikriket. _1 leave used
it conitan-ily. I helilove II 10 he the
heed lamtleirte of its kind. And I wish
itt sufferers from these trevibleo to
tIf foi 3 rhIseittaMrcr..lornar ttree.
sod 
know (h' utb: i. tto•t•,:.-y.dlteretne halt dune me.-
s 
. - -
STRANGe. ISISPrTE ot'Elt 110TEL.
The Brooklyn. at Moriche.i. Etill
Gayeties, Is Hone ot Content ion.
Center Moriehes. le I .eug. -
Frank M. Rogers, a well known hotel
man who has been nianaging the Ho-
tel Brooklyn in this place for the last
four years. and George E. Hallo-.k.
owner of time hotel property, are hav-
ing a dispute tato who shall econtinge
in posses/mfg.-of the hotel the remain
der of thseseason. '
Mr. Hallock claims that Rogers
did not live up to his contract In the
matter 'of payments on the heumie
priee, while Mr. Rogers contends that
Mr. Hallo:It has not fulfilled his
agreement to keep the premises _in
proper repair:
The dispute, It appears. arose over
the breaking ot the outside iron
hoops of the large water tank, which
have since .hen repaired, and there
are .other differences between the
Oivner andethe lessee.
Mr Hallock entered into formal
posseseiorr of the hotel, claiming en-
try under a clause of the lease that
When payments were not paid at cer-
tain times he could re-enter and take
possession;
During the day Mr. Hallock, with
his counsel, 'Robert S. Pelletreau, of
Patchogue, had a conference with
Mr. Rogers at the hotel. Prior there-
to Mr. Rogers says he tendered The
amount due eV Hallock, which w
refused. - - - ---------- - - -
Meanwhile the hotel is doing- a
gruuLlessiness, the dispute between
the owner and lessee not affecting
Its guests. s -
— "Regular as the eine"
is- an exprlesslon as old as the tette.
Xis doubt the rising and setting of
the sun Is the most regular perform-
ance in the unite rue unless 'it Is the
action of the liver and bowels when
regmlated with Dr. King's New Lifi
fills. Guaranteed by all druggist,(.
25c..
MWile frequently"f":".wonder how
We could endere the peat'
Without re many things which now
seem of importanee vast.
We had no "mollycoddles" • then
Nor "nature e alters" gay,li
And toiling liter y Men
All spelled the ame old way.
We knew not of race suicide.
We feared no whipping post:
'Twee wrong to telt a man he lied--
It meant a fight, almost. •
Our Wee is gloriously fast,
I often wonder how. .
We had mucti-cointorl in' the past--
Mid yet, You -must allow,
—Washington .Star.
"TM 'foil Think ehe tSdifffrie keep
snmnaer boarders, Nene) .
"Lan' sakes, Hiram! There ain't a
thing to eat in the house. We've just
-
G R AY SO N SPRINGS KY.
noted waters and baths in Arneriea
11 C. I LI Li A L. P A Ait ILI( IR s .c) .1"
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity GOO euestit.
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
BATtis anSulphur. Mud, N'aper d Message.
AMUSEMENTS - Dancing Bewhose, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
Fishing.
Rain $7 h $1050 per met. $25 to IV 58 per sulk Sinn Notes to finches, tutu itt
Ciliiires- WEN! Wit Ire tem ef PLO mar limit Crete harlot
1V11.7.12‘.;KE B1.208., OWNERS AND MINACERS GRAYSIIN SPRINGS
SNP
LAKE
Can be LnJued in E!eZrAles771! MANITO
sirst-C:aes Only -Passenger S -vice Exclusively
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS
JOS. HE No, Lot.at h. P. A. Mar ,  5'...rnittip Co.. Chicago. or
N. F. Causes G. P. A. Wortitern M..rosan Trans. Ca., Chicago.
BON AQUA S PRI NOS
In the 
TENNESSEE HIGHLANDS
Amonitlitmitt for 40 guests. IL; . r week :MCI Upwards.






h..* Igh .rd early 
Enjoy, _
the Delidht&
of a Lake Trip
Keene yeer vacation on the Greet
Lakes and travel via the larre,
and conifortairis steamer-
D. A. C. Lane. Your meal tee
ten -ti you through ticket., ,
D. 750e. to all lima Lai..
sort. A mammoth new si....byter
Inc $.4.160,0011.00 will be In
between Detente sad
imissou
0 & C TIME TAGILE
OlViSioN MACKINAC talViSiON
M. l.v.TOado 1.110erfarr & •SatoOo,rs 9/4 . M
5 M. •Twos4.01 k Tsurssow 4.00 f. M.
10 o M. Lv.D•treut PJ ,oclays & •Swilugdmirs 5.00 P. it
Anon, the t nom . S A C. OWAPAPPispi & rn&myt 3,q A .04
Amyl's,. so work Nommormelso: • '4'.4..WsrA Nose,. Tenn t•etsves ti.esiiosal flowriarul dories 5%0 41.4
leoli ft ..Ambr. C T. oot ApAral. &ay serflen daily lietwom asentoni. .Tolado
lama se est rtimay for Wooirstni p000phl•I. A.Ildreek L. G. I /Mk. 0. P. 5.. berrgli.
ORTor0 reit CLEVELAND NAV. CO. MOW 11. Satiahor e.a. 4,5• 1.4 0.• Mg'
Cot tutu seed.
"1 wed reniensber when I was a
leo that our farmeis imeiered
seed of cotton a posit vu- nuisance aurei
lir no earthly acco-une • said T. H. t
lii Sem. of Texas.
"Year 'after year tee st• is -pistol
..eada were thrown an a) by people
alto were -ignorant that at sonst• Iti
tutu' day they would adl fnillions
dollars to the value of the ...c.r.„7.1
crop of the eouth. I sinehler to think
of the vaest sum that was lost in our i
seetion ere this was net-era:nee e
Nowadays the planter regar•i• i
eveds as a big asset, for they Ilene,
hint at present pr:ces not lessasthan!
$12 a ton. All oaer the south cotetie




hut :1 a Day. Eferything 0 I




The following reduced rates
are annotinted:
Atlantic City, N. J. --slue-
chi _excursion tratu I C I 'leaves
- at- I:11 n.m.. August ra-
_Lars_ lindt Anton 15_ Rented
trip $23.70. -
Niagaara Falls— Spe•lel ex-
cursion train 11)4 terries at.
1:33 a. 'm., August In, limit
Lour days with an extension
of eight days. upon payment




tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
exenrsions on apedal • deka-,
$ 
018a". .0 tievery Tuesday; litnit
10 
For infortnetion; appl,y to
City•Tieket Office, Filth and
Brpgalrailrifrealtiii
J. T. inI1111 7ta. ,
. Agt Ticket Cfflee
R. M. PRATHER,
A trent Union Depot
got to."—Fit. Louie Peat-DispatOh. j..4/11111.81181111118111.11.11111111.11111.111111111
,
11 ('It %I. \ I IN 111E 11)1.1(1f.
( 01 ILI Title NI0RNING.
eetteday Night and sunday Brawlers
Appear Before Judge Cease to
Answer.
Over Lao big pages of the big
docket were filled with names when
Polict Judge D. A. Cross opened it
;this morning. It was a typical "Mote
.lay morning docket." ,
I.ula Rogers, for creating a die
•rrhance on the south side by - loud
..1 profane language, was tined $50
Id costs.
J. P. Rogers, for condueting a
:bawdy house on Elisabeth street, was
"nod $540 and costs.
John Reed was fined Sep and mete
Turner sawyer dismissed for cre
titg a disturbance at Ninth street
d Kentucky avenue Saturday even
1.r.;. They are from Mayfield and
were drinking. _ e-
s Other cases: Cal Riley, .colOred.
breach of peace, $30 and costs; Tom
(lark, drunk. $1 and costs; Will
moore, colored, breaeh of peace, $20
d costs; Elob Bartlett, eolored, dis-
,lerly conddiidddedt, $30 and costs;
is Thompson. -breach of ordinance,
missed; Luck ,Sexton, B. Felker
immorality. dismissed: Kelley
emerald, colored,: disorderly con-
•t, dismissed; Attie Morton, Aed-
. e Morton, Annie Tollver, colored.
ii Elist Sweeney, white. petit tar-






That's the best 'Way to
know the excellence of an
umbrella stock. We want
to show you the best rain
or shine umbrella in town.
Each one guaranteed.
Twenty-five kindt of
handles to choose from.




Mr. Frank Theobaki, clerk In l  
The Fannie Walace left ▪ for the
s'er Car fluieler T M. Bangbana,
A -bat)) averages up falr:y w if
it ix half as p-etty as its mother says Ai. one who takes the magazine.
it is, or halt as homely as „the neigh- Or other publications devoted to
hors think it is. motherhood and the care and rear-
ing of infantk must wonder 110111P-
titnes how the children of the slums
live tp reach nieturity. A Chicago
Paper presents an amusing picture or
central:ling oondittons:
She was g very young, very inet-
eeflenced mother. with a baby also
very young and somewhat less ex-
perienced. It was a "bottle baby,"
hut It did not seem to mind that, anti
went about Ms daily business of eat-
ing and sleeping with an earnestness
and regularity thet ought to have
geed (tumor. charmed beholders and warmed the
leock:trs' Of its Mother's heart.
It did not. She worried from• .
noening 'till night and from night tiii
morning for fear .the child Mould for sanitation has little hope of real-suridenly take a dislike To the mod:- Ming salvation.
„
'ice, has gone to the Jamestown ex-i mines at Caseyville this morning af-
_._ _
et:on fied milk that teener! es diet. and ter a tow of coal for the West Ken-):tar Fl B. Dante, who away on her hand8 for lack of a tucky Coal company.uerking on the dar sh:ft at union'
The Joe Fowler was the Evansville
proper nnbattt
illation, is IIJ and _Mr. libryla, Fri. Ma tumor 6;1440100 fg her ehina pick(ft today, and she left with acloset ream Med the shelves r ao• - good trip Cm Monday,pharmacy, so ened were they with all The J. B. Richardson carried ansorts of milk and foods, all warrant- excursion of colored people to Cairoed to be the hest on the :market.
She bettght these so AS to bkve 
yesterday and returned early Hale
morals& An orderly crowd made!.hem- ma hand in "-me of an emer- the trip, and no trouble was•reported.gency, and so far As she knew, ghee The Savannah left for the Tettnes-had every known variety. Happily see river this morning alter &riflingfor the baby, who was still content- and receiving freight.ed With modified milk, she did not i The $Cotta arrived today from theurge any of them upon his attention., _:Tennessee ricer with a big tow of"Your baby is about 3 mouths oldr.telephone poles and lumber for theisn't R. Mrs. Wagner?" she Inquired. A. B. Smith Lumber company.as her laundress sEently wrung out'
some little dresses. 
Captain Toting Taylor, of the dry
docks, Is Ill of malaria tot-lay and un-"Ja. 'bout 3 'Hoar." responded able to be at work.NIre. Wagner, with tweet cheerier- Repairs on dry dock, No. 2, willnese. be finished probably tomorrow sme-
time, and then No 9 will be taken
out for an overhauling.
The Brownie was doing harbor
work today for the West Kentucky
Coal company,
came breatbless with suspense. • The Dick Fowler left this morning
"What, oh. what do yeti feed him for Cairo with a good trip for Mom
on?" she exclaimed. . !day morning. Saturday the Fowler
The 'big blond laundress smiled hid good business both ways. Ship-
affably:. - linen& of wheat have about ceased as
"Mu.. dat come in tin can," said many hundreds of bags were shippedshe. "It's de cheapest."-Youths last week, and many of the farmers
Companion.' are holding their product in an en-
deavor to,obtaln a batter price. St:
A redeeming feature---"1 a•mafraid iirday was a big dalator the Fowl'•:madpni." said a gentleman who was In the passenger business,
looking for country lodgings. "that, The J. B Richardson will run athe house is too near the station to colored excursion front Cairo to thisbe pleasant." "It is a little noisy." city on the Sth.
assented the landlady. "but from thel Here Is a real bit of heroism, andfront veranda one has such a fine, the chief personage Is Frank Mal-view of people who miss the train." inskl, urilversonally known to the-Philadelphia-Inquirer, river fraternity as "Si." Some are
prone to doubt it, but when a rap-it's noeime praying to the Father (lye fox is shown as evidence, theyto hettaen when you are breaking up admit It must be true. Malinski ISfamilies on earth, second clerk on the Dick FOwler, and
Saturday on the return trip tbe teltThe religion that doee not work was tied at Pace's landing loading
wheat, and "Si" _was on the batik.
Boom- a young fox ran rapidly down
the bank with a troop of hounds In
pursuit, and the fox; seeing no ave-.• flume of escape dashed on a raft of logs-
In the river and did. not stop until It
reached the end of one log that pro-
truded far out into the river. The
dogs balked 'at the raft and acted as
Sentinels. Malinski saw the protHea.-- 
ment and started out on the raft. and
When he reached the log the fox was
INSULT ADDED TO INJURY.
-
/ Z1
on he sat down and threw a basket
at the fox tp prevent It from jump-- 
Jim Into the river. The fox
frlehtened and made a dash by . a-
!Meld toward the bank, but he was
too quick and Mallnski grabbed the.
fox around the neck, and soon had it,
in a box. The roosters were badly,
frightened The fox is a-golden fox
and Is about six months old. ma-:Hsi has given It to the Wallace
park zoo. •
1. A_ _tliapateta- frem-PeettalesergFour of the largest independent
coal operators and a syndicate of
New Orletrill rem! men. Are reported
to have entered into an agreement,
under which the operators are to supre
.ply at least 3011,00.0 tons of coal a l
year to the New Orleans district
alone. These shipments, it is said.
,will be entirely independent of lb
Monongahela River Consolidated Coal,
and Coke company, which has mac
fleetly controlled the trade. The
mines of the Independent °Verlag:will
have been nAirtatug slowly lateTy..but.'
it is the intention, it is sald,-te in- I
ereaselhe capacity to,an output of






VACATION time is here.
You will nerd traveling
stldisites for your outing
whether yon go to the sea
shore, springs or mountains.
We are prepared to supply
your needs. In our line you
will find, at prices that will
interest you, a emplete as-
sortmentof Wardrobe Trunks,
steamer Trunks, nepecially
designed Ladies' and lientlf..-
men's Trunks, Ladies! Hat
Trunks, Cowhide and Japan-
ese Matting Suit Cases, as
well as tbe popular Oxford
Traveling Bags. ft
Trunks P.50 to $3().
Suit Cases $/..i0 to $20
Traveling Rags ,f1 ,X2e'
••re display In cast
%%indew




small Newby Nigh Fir,.t irrr, Itch. of Clark'. station '1 a.e.ng forThe Noe 1, 3 and I te• companiee him.
were called to 121 North Thirteenth Already extra reaches are being•street Fan d day night between II and handle on all .passenger trains for12 o'clock. A small frame lionise own- cEstribution to varies& points on useed he Mrs. W. A. Gardner Was afire. system south of Paducah for'use -Inthe blaze starting from unknown carrying coiored excursionists to Pa.causes. Motorman Sherri:. "I^ runs dueah on August fi•the ow! car. had peat moved in and Hunengtou Row. back of the !li-lted his furniture stored In confusion. [tots Central shops, owned by thewith no one at home. One folding railroad company, looks bad, and rec-bed was battled and part Of the roof a:emendations wEI be made to makedestroyed. The damage wiSf amount necessary repairs in the way of win.to Sae° on the house and about $25 (tow glass. to ouny of the houses,
to the bed.
Boy Allows Borer to Be Shot.
Willis tiohberts.- 16 years old.
'target with cruelty to animals, weer
discharged in pone- court this morn-
ing after he agreed to permit thi
horse to be killed He tie e.d a rot
about the horselt leg and let it stand
In an open lot all day. The Irm was






)1.11 apprur talc a hit ..r
--••••••
It a h. r It h:r baby 7" pursued!renters and Painters" is the name of !het other mother, with increasing M-an ergeniration perfected last week. terest
Each member is nonunion. Organ- 
"111th Ia. He never ea."teed- labor has called on friends to
The mother of the other baby be-Ignor the new order, terming meat-
hers at it "strike breakers "
111441 10 Ile Healthy,
we.ndown are broken, Making the en-
'ire lint- of tenements looks deserted.
Non-Union Union rr.rtnell.
Tlie "independent Order of Car-
- : _gin.. •••••Ine-•••••••••••.....s. • *sea.. - ..1...101.10.•-• -1.24 a•••••••••••••••
'.** 1.7.1"""..""...
..--....-...... - ...,.-............. - ......01.111.1.1••••..•••••••••••‘.....7••••••-•• 
. • . . . - . • ' • • . , P1 t t a b u r ge r a are valued at $1-100.0,-1- . • • The Boy: Sc,", neater'. Tio yer want shy Worn?" , ,040. and will it is bellevet be sum.'





Cairo  27.ti 1.6
Chattanooga  3 6 0.9
Cincinnati  11.1 4.8
Evansville .  15.3 0.7
rlorence  2.5 0.8
Johnsonville  420 1.0
Louisville  6.6 1.3
IMt. Carmel  3.9 0.2
rNaithville  7.8 0.1
[Pittsburg-  6.3 0.7St. Loeb+  21.5 1.9
Mt. Vernon  14.3 0.1
Paducah  14.6 0.5
HOLD J1 WE; CHARGE PU1114,1ERY
IowaEditor Claims That Juri‘t
Swore Fainely.
Des Moines, la.. Aug. 6.-Judge
JamesA. Howe, of the Polk district
court,.. was arrested this morning by
fall.Sheriff Loper upon a warrant sworn
fall out by D. T. Blodgett, former editor
fall of the Secretary,' charging him with
fall perjury. Blodgett charges that Howe
rise s-perjured himself in rulings in he
rise case 'and in his action in dIrecte
fallthe -grand jury to investigate Blod-
fall gett's publication, which resulted io
rise his indictment for libel. •
fall!
fill TRIES AIRY "SLEEPER", MAY DIE
fall'
fall Kentucky man, Tired of Bertha, (
Spreads Pallet on Platform.
Anther fall of .5 was registered
yesterday and this puts the water. ont Carnal, Ill., Aug. Se-Claiming It :
the gauge at the 14.6 point. Weather is false economy to ride in Pullman
cloudy, and business was not rush-
ing. The passenger belittles, of the
packets consisted of the weekly ex-
odus of traveling men for Illinois.
Three of the Ayer & Lord Tie com-
pany's boats left this morning for
ties, but they will make only short
trips 60 as to be in the port August
7, and leave the whole day for the
colored tie carriers to celebrate on
the eighth.. The Duffy and, Margaret
left for the Tennessee river, and the
Pavonia left for the Ohio river to
pick up a couple of barges of He..
The Margaret returned yesterday
front the Tennessee river. A loaded
barge was grounded near Millersburg.
The barge was an old one and could
not stand the ordeal of being pulled
off so it was left for the rising river
to float. .
Thomas Lovell and Lee Love, who
have been engineer's on the Joe ?ow-
let. have accepted positions on the
Margaret and Fay Lyon and Lee Pat-
more, who have been on the Margar-
et, have gone on the Fowler.
The Mirth has returned from the
towing wheat. 
Mississippi river, where she has been
coaches and too hot to stay ins',,.'
ordinary coaches, Tom Hollis. of
Henderson, Ky., today boarded a
Louisville & Nashville train here ,r
put a pallet on the rtlaf platf
and went to.sieep. A short ways el,
be fell and was so badly injured i
that death before morning is prob
ahle.
"I dropped some money in the it;..
ket today," announced Mr. Wyss at
the dinner table.
"Again?" exclaimed Mrs. Wyss,re-I
proachfully.
"No." replied Mr. Wyss, moue
fully; "a loss."--- Judge.
Advantage is a better eoldier than
rashness.-Shakespeare
•
The Gterrge Rock Shoe (..t.
nialer isit interentIng
rirr au 11%1'4411 KM*




All our ladies shirt Waists are added tu the summer clearance
sales.
It is our practiCe not to carry over
in order to sell them out have made the
50e Waists cut to
89c Waists cut to
98c Waists out to
$1.35 Weists cut to
$1.50 Waists cut to
$1.75 Waists cut to $1.1C
$1.98 'Waists cut to 11.20
$2.48 Waists cut to 
$2.76 Wales cut to $11.80
$4.98 Waists etrt to    i. .112.49
COLORED LAWNS
•






All printed Lawns go the sa▪ me route. We do not reserve a sib-
gle piece.
All 10c Lawns cut to  Se
All 12 1-2c Lawns cut to ear
All 15c Lawns cut to  Ile
These are all new 1907 patterns.
SILK CIINOVIAMS
• see
A lot of Silk Gingbamte former price 25e,• cut to .. 12 1.2c
COTTON SUITINCIS
4,
ler reney Cotton Settings cut to  5,
15c Fancy Cotton SuitIngs, cut to 
29c Fancy Cotton Settings, cut to  in,
REAL LINEN LACES
We offer a fine lot of all-linen torchoneeces In the norrow and




Fiscal Court Meeting, house, tied on the insp.-. on of cote];
nFlirt court will meet Tuesday i ty roads.
ratalar 
muuUtb 
asid 'Uniteri tStates Senator Bacon, ' ofreports from the comrnittees appoint-
ed to secure figpres on the proposed Georgia. has been rendered prarei-
estailislanient of a private lighte cally penniless by the failure of the
heat and water plant in rthi, couit Exchange Bank at Mat-on.
Pay Higher Prices if You Wish
But We Shall Tell You About It
UR CUT PRICES are made on the very best. goods
manufactured, and so 'we offer you Pencils, Ink,
Pens, Type Writer Papers, Tablets, Stationery and all other
book store stuff at lower prices than the Broadway stores.
e„.
Don't be a clam! Don't be a clam!! Don't be a clam, wo say!!!
D. E. WILSON, The'lSoolt and Music Man atIlarbour's Department Store
 ets
 tleic
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a.Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which Af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually ra daily letter
.ftc-im honk-. ,
Phone 358
And the Paper Will, Start
At Once. -
•
•
a
-1
T
•
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